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HISTORICAL 

ALL SCOT AND BOTHERED BK#2 $15.95  
KERRIGAN BYRNE  
Devil You Know series. Bk#1 How to Love a Duke 
in Ten Days. They are a dangerous duke, a fierce 
lord, and an infamous earl--dark, bold, brave men 
who know exactly what they want. And there is only 
one woman who can bring them to their knees… He 
is first and foremost--at everything. A man who's 
made his own way through ruthless cunning and 
sheer force of will. A strong and imposing Scot who 
can turn on the charm but does not suffer fools. His 
title: Lord Chief Justice of the High Court. His name: 
Cassius Gerard Ramsay. His mission: To investigate 
the goings-on at London's most notorious gaming 
hell, owned and operated by one of the most intri-
guing and desirable women he's ever met. In this 
game of love, the rules do not apply …. Cecelia 
Teague was an orphan facing a rather dire future--
until a secret benefactor from her mother's scandal-
ous past swept into her life. Sent to a prestigious 
boarding school and later to university, Cecelia be-
lieved high society was at her fingertips...Then, from 
out of nowhere, she became the inheritor of a gam-
bling establishment. Now Cecelia must live two lives: 
one as a proper lady who finds herself undeniably 
drawn to Lord Ramsay and the other as a savvy 
gaming hell owner trying to save her business from 
the very same man. He has no idea she is both wom-
en...and Cecelia would like to keep it that way. But 
what happens when consuming passion and escalat-
ing danger threaten to reveal the truth? 

ANY ROGUE WILL DO BK#1 $15.95  
BETHANY BENNETT (RELEASED 13TH OCT) 
Misfits of Mayfair series. The rogue who once ru-
ined Lady Charlotte's reputation is now the only one 
who can save her …. For exactly one season, Lady 
Charlotte Wentworth played the biddable female the 
ton expected -- and all it got her was society's mock-
ery and derision. Now she's determined to be in 
charge of her own future. So when an unwanted suit-
or tries to manipulate her into an engagement, she 
has a plan. He can't claim to be her fiancé if she's 
engaged to someone else. Even if it means asking 
for help from the last man she would ever marry. 
Ethan, Viscount Amesbury, made a lot of mistakes, 
but the one he regrets the most is ruining Lady Char-
lotte's reputation. Going along with her charade is the 
least he can do to clean the slate and perhaps earn 
her forgiveness. Pretending to be in love with the 
woman he's never forgotten is easy. What isn't easy 
is convincing her to give him a second chance. 

BEAUTY TEMPTS THE BEAST BK#6 $15.95 
LORRAINE HEATH 
Sins For All Seasons series. Bk#1 Beyond Scandal 
and Desire. She wants lessons in seduction …. Al-
thea Stanwick was a perfect lady destined to marry a 
wealthy lord, until betrayal left her family penniless. 
Though she's lost friends, fortune, and respectability, 

Althea has gained a scandalous plan. If she can 
learn to seduce, she can obtain power over men and 
return to Society on her terms. She even has the 
perfect teacher in mind, a man whose sense of honor 
and dark good looks belie his nickname: Beast. But 
desire like this can't be taught … Benedict Trewlove 
may not know his parentage but he knows where he 
belongs--on the dark side of London, offering protec-
tion wherever it's needed. Yet no woman has ever 
made such an outrageous request as this mysterious 
beauty. Althea is out of place amongst vice and sin, 
even if she offers a wicked temptation he can't resist. 
But as the truth of his origin emerges at last, it will 
take a fierce, wild love to overcome their pasts. 

THE CONFESSIONS OF THE DUKE OF NEWLYN BK#4 
$13.95 
BRONWYN SCOTT  
Cornish Dukes series. He's seeking vengeance… 
But might find something else entirely  Knowing his 
best friend, Marianne Treleven, awaits his presence 
in a Mayfair ballroom, Vennor, the Duke of Newlyn, 
must hide his secret--he moonlights as a vigilante in 
pursuit of his parents' murderer! But when Marianne's 
journalistic ambition draws her into the vigilante's 
dangerous world, Vennor realizes his closest friend is 
no longer the innocent miss from Cornwall. She's a 
brave, daring, sensual woman he's desperate to pro-
tect at all costs... 

COWBOY FATHER AND FRONTIER FATHER $13.95 
2IN1 REISSUE  
LINDA FORD, DOROTHY CLARK  
Will he accept a helping hand? The Cowboy Father 
by Linda Ford: In the midst of the Depression, 
Louisa Morgan accepts a position tutoring Emmet 
Hamilton's mischievous daughter. Emmet never 
thought he'd let himself share his child, or his heart, 
ever again. But before long, Louisa's kindness and 
optimism start to change the cowboy's mind. Maybe 
he can gain the courage to trust again--in Louisa, in 
God's grace and in this new family… Frontier Father 
by Dorothy Clark: The harsh life of the Oregon Ter-
ritory took Mitchel Banning's wife from him, but it 
hasn't touched his faith. The widower still dreams of 
building his mission into a shining light on the frontier
--for himself and his daughter, Hope. But the work is 
too much for one man to handle. Could Philadelphia 
widow Anne Sims be the answer to his prayers? 

DARING DECLARATIONS BK#3 $17.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
LARISSA LYONS (210 PAGES) 
Mistress in the Making series. Bk#1 Seductive Si-
lence. First, he showed his thoughtful generosity. 
Then he shared his risqué humor. Now it's time he 
declares everything... If only he didn't constantly 
wrestle with words! An evening at the opera could 
prove Lord Tremayne's undoing when he and his 
lovely new paramour cross paths with his sister and 
brother-in-law. Introducing one's socially unaccepta-
ble strumpet to his stunned family is never done. But 
Daniel does it anyway. And it might just be the best 
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decision he's ever made, for Thea's quickly become 
much more than a mistress-and it's time he told her 
so. Thea's fallen under the enticing spell of her new 
protector. How could she not when his very pres-
ence, every kindness and written word has utterly 
seduced her senses? Yet her mind insists on know-
ing more, such as why must Lord Tremayne pummel 
his face in boxing matches and be so abrupt in per-
son? Curiosity turns to baffled amazement when his 
sister seeks out Thea, begging advice. If that weren't 
surprising enough, when circumstances conspire 
and Thea arrives-unannounced-at his home, she's 
not only welcomed inside but confronted with more 
truths than she ever expected. 

A DUKE WALKED INTO A HOUSE PARTY $17.95 2IN1 
REISSUE 
GRACE BURROWES (216 PAGES) 
May I Have This Duke (previously available in 
Dancing in the Duke's Arms): Gerard Hammersley, 
Duke of Hardcastle, is dragooned by an old friend 
into attending a house party, though Hardcastle re-
fuses to fall prey to the matchmakers who relish such 
gatherings. He recruits his nephew's prim, prickly 
governess, Miss Ellen MacHugh, to preserve him 
from being compromised by the matchmakes, and 
offers in exchange to deflect the amorous viscounts 
who plague Ellen. Ellen agrees to Hardcastle's 
scheme for two reasons. First, she's been attracted 
to His Grace since the day she laid eyes on him, and 
knows that behind Hardcastle's lack of charm lies a 
ferociously loyal and faithful heart. Second, she's 
departing from Hardcastle's household at the conclu-
sion of the house party, and two weeks safeguarding 
His Grace's bachelorhood is as much pleasure-and 
as much torment-as she can endure before she 
leaves him. The Duke of My Dreams-(previously 
available in Once Upon a Dream): Banker's daughter 
Anne Faraday is cast into the company of Elias, 
Duke of Sedgemere, at house party in the Lakes. 
Anne warms to the lonely man and conscientious 
father behind the title, and Elias becomes enthralled 
with the brilliant, burdened woman beneath Anne's 
genteel facade. Liking turns to love under the Cum-
brian summer moon, but family obligations, secrets, 
and a prodigal duck conspire to thwart the course of 
true love. 

THE GOVERNESS’S GUIDE TO MARRIAGE BK#4 
$13.95  
LIZ TYNER 
Sisters of the Roaring Twenties series. A prim and 
proper governess …. Locked in with a duke! Believ-
ing her grandmother is gravely ill, governess Miranda 
Manwaring takes leave to care for her, but instead 
finds herself captive in a rundown cottage with a 
powerful stranger. Shock number one--the man is 
the eligible Duke of Chalgrove. Shock number two--
their captor is Miranda's eccentric grandmother, look-
ing to guide Miranda to a titled husband! Miranda 
refuses to trick him into marriage, but her grand-
mother's meddling can't possibly work...can it? 

THE HIGHLAND LAIRD BK#8 $15.95  
AMY JARECKI  (RELEASED 13TH OCT) 
Lords of the Highlands series. Bk#1 The Highland 
Duke. Emma Grant has been sheltered and underes-
timated her entire life. Her blindness may set her 
apart, but she's just as fierce and loyal as any of her 
clansmen. So when she catches word that her broth-
er's best friend is in jail, she doesn't hesitate to race 
to the brawny Highlander's rescue. Laird Ciar Mac-
Dougall is on a vital mission for Scotland when he 
witnesses a murder -- and then is blamed for the 
death and thrown into a Redcoat prison to rot. He 
never thought he'd be broken out by a slip of a lass 
and her faithful hound. But now they're outlaws on 
the run. And as their enemies circle ever closer, he 
will have to choose between saving his country or 
the woman who's captured his heart. 

HOPE BK#3 $14.95 REISSUE  
LORI COPELAND 
Brides of the West series. Bk#1 Faith. Wanted: 
Women with religious upbringing, high morals, and a 
strong sense of adventure, willing to marry decent, 
God-fearing men. Applicants may apply by mail. 
Must allow at least two months for an answer. Mail-
order bride Hope Kallahan is not amused when her 
stagecoach is waylaid by a bunch of bumbling out-
laws. The feisty beauty is puzzled by the oddball in 
the group--the disarmingly kind Grunt Lawson. She 
doesn't know that Grunt is really Dan Sullivan, a gov-
ernment agent sent to infiltrate the gang on what was 
supposed to be his last assignment. As Hope intimi-
dates hardened criminals into cleaning house and 
talks Dan into rescuing her, Dan believes God had a 
reason for throwing her in his path . . . especially 
since Hope attracts danger like a magnet. 

LADY OSBALDESTONE’S CHRISTMAS INTRIGUE 
BK#4 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK  
STEPHANIE LAURENS (248 PAGES—REL 15TH OCT) 
Lady Osbaldestone’s Christmas Chronicles. Bk#1 
Lady Osbaldestone’s Christmas Goose. At Harting-
ton Manor in the village of Little Moseley, Therese, 
Lady Osbaldestone, and her household are once 
again enjoying the company of her intrepid grandchil-
dren, Jamie, George, and Lottie, when they are un-
expectedly joined by her ladyship's youngest and still
-unwed son, also the children's favorite uncle, Chris-
topher. As the Foreign Office's master intelligencer, 
Christopher has been ordered into hiding until the 
department can appropriately deal with the French 
agent spotted following him in London. Christopher 
chose to seek refuge in Little Moseley because it's 
such a tiny village that anyone without a reason to be 
there stands out. Neither he nor his office-appointed 
bodyguard expect to encounter any dramas. Then 
Christopher spots a lady from London he believes 
has been hunting him with matrimonial intent. He 
can't understand how she tracked him to the village, 
but determined to avoid her, he enlists the children's 
help. The children discover their information-
gathering skills are in high demand, and while en 
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gaging with the villagers as they usually do and tak-
ing part in the village's traditional events, they do 
their best to learn what Miss Marion Sewell is up to. 
But upon reflection, Christopher realizes it's unlikely 
the Marion he was so attracted to years before has 
changed all that much, and he starts to wonder if 
what she wants to tell him is actually something he 
might want to hear. Unfortunately, he has set wheels 
in motion that are not easy to redirect. Although Mari-
on tries to approach him several times, he and she 
fail to make contact. Then just when it seems they 
will finally connect, a dangerous stranger lures Mari-
on away. Fearing the worst, Christopher gives chase
-trailed by his bodyguard, the children, and a small 
troop of helpful younger gentlemen. What they dis-
cover at nearby Parteger Hall is not at all what any-
one expected, and as the action unfolds, the assem-
bled company band together to protect a secret vital 
to the resolution of the war against Napoleon. 

MURDER AT KENSINGTON PALACE BK#3 $24.95 
TRADE P/BACK  
ANDREA PENROSE 
Wrexford & Sloane Mystery. Bk#1 Murder on Black 
Swan Lane. Wrexford and Sloane must unravel se-
crets within secrets--when they reunite to solve a 
string of shocking murders that have horrified Regen-
cy London . . . Though Charlotte Sloane's secret 
identity as the controversial cartoonist A.J. Quill is 
safe with the Earl of Wrexford, she's ill prepared for 
the rippling effects sharing the truth about her back-
ground has cast over their relationship. She thought 
a bit of space might improve the situation. But when 
her cousin is murdered and his twin brother is ac-
cused of the gruesome crime, Charlotte immediately 
turns to Wrexford for help in proving the young man's 
innocence. Though she finds the brooding scientist 
just as enigmatic and intense as ever, their partner-
ship is now marked by an unfamiliar tension that 
seems to complicate every encounter. Despite this 
newfound complexity, Wrexford and Charlotte are 
determined to track down the real killer. Their investi-
gation leads them on a dangerous chase through 
Mayfair's glittering ballrooms and opulent drawing 
rooms, where gossip and rumors swirl to confuse the 
facts. The more Charlotte and Wrexford try to unknot 
the truth, the more tangled it becomes. But they must 
solve the case soon, before the killer's madness 
seizes another victim . .  

MURDER ON COLD STREET BK#5 $24.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
SHERRY THOMAS  
Lady Sherlock series. Bk#1 A Study in Scarlet 
Women. Charlotte Holmes, Lady Sherlock, investi-
gates a puzzling new murder case that implicates 
Scotland Yard inspector Robert Treadles … Inspec-
tor Treadles, Charlotte Holmes's friend and collabo-
rator, has been found locked in a room with two dead 
men, both of whom worked with his wife at the great 
manufacturing enterprise she has recently inherited. 

Rumors fly. Had Inspector Treadles killed the men 
because they had opposed his wife's initiatives at 
every turn? Had he killed in a fit of jealous rage, be-
cause he suspected Mrs Treadles of harboring deep-
er feelings for one of the men? To make matters 
worse, he refuses to speak on his own behalf, de-
spite the overwhelming evidence against him. Char-
lotte finds herself in a case strewn with lies and se-
crets. But which lies are to cover up small sins, and 
which secrets would flay open a past better left for-
gotten? Not to mention, how can she concentrate on 
these murders, when Lord Ingram, her oldest friend 
and sometime lover, at last dangles before her the 
one thing she has always wanted? 

MY KIND OF EARL BK#2 $14.95  
VIVIENNE LORRET  
Mating Habits of Scoundrels series. Bk#1 Lord 
Holt Takes a Bride. A bluestocking whose search for 
information on the mating habits of scoundrels has 
her stumbling upon the missing heir to an earldom... 
in the London underworld … Jane Pickerington never 
intended to start a brawl in a brothel. She only want-
ed to research her book. Yet when her simple study 
of scoundrels goes awry, she finds herself coming to 
the rescue of a dark, enigmatic stranger... who turns 
out to be far more than an average rake out for a 
night of pleasure. He's positively wild! Only the most 
feral and cunning could have survived foundling 
homes and work houses. Orphaned as an infant, 
Raven never had another name. At least... not until 
he meets her. Now he's face-to-face with the one 
person who recognizes the strange birthmark on his 
arm and can reinstate him to his blue-blooded birth-
right. All at once, Raven's life takes a turn. His 
knowledge of dark alleys and gaming hells never 
prepared him for gilded ballrooms. So Jane becomes 
his tutor. Yet, the more lessons in decorum she of-
fers, the more this untamed scoundrel wants to teach 
her all the ways to be wicked. 

ONCE DISHONORED BK#5 $15.95 P/BACK RELEASE 
MARY JO PUTNEY  
Rogues Redeemed series. Bk#1 Once a Soldier. A 
man who has lost his honor has nothing . . . London, 
1816. As a Royal Navy officer, Lucas Mandeville, 
Lord Foxton, has fought his share of battles on the 
high seas, followed by long years of imprisonment. 
But on this night, he'd rather be on the burning deck 
of a ship than in a ballroom, where it is just a matter 
of time before someone challenges him because of 
what happened on the Continent. A woman who has 
lost her reputation is nothing . . . When dark-haired 
beauty Kendra Douglas arrives, a whisper of scandal 
ripples through the ton. The disgraced divorcee's 
entrance is an act of daring. Which is exactly why 
Lucas asks her to dance . . . A couple who stands 
together has everything . . . Unexpectedly, Lucas 
offers Kendra his aid in finding the evidence to regain 
her good name--and her beloved young son. Togeth-
er they investigate the wicked conspiracy that de-
stroyed her life, and in the midst of danger, find a 
deep love that will redeem them both--if only they 



can live long enough to build a future together. 

TWO ROGUES MAKE A RIGHT BK#3 $14.95  
CAT SEBASTIAN  
Seducing the Sedgwicks series. Bk#1 It Takes 
Two to Tumble. Will Sedgwick can't believe that after 
months of searching for his oldest friend, Martin 
Easterbrook is found hiding in an attic like a gothic 
nightmare. Intent on nursing Martin back to health, 
Will kindly kidnaps him and takes him to the country-
side to recover, well away from the world. Martin 
doesn't much care where he is or even how he got 
there. He's much more concerned that the man he's 
loved his entire life is currently waiting on him hand 
and foot, feeding him soup and making him tea. Mar-
tin knows he's a lost cause, one he doesn't want Will 
to waste his life on. As a lifetime of love transforms 
into a tender passion both men always desired but 
neither expected, can they envision a life free from 
the restrictions of the past, a life with each other? 

THE WIDOW’S CHRISTMAS SURPRISE BK#5 $15.95 
JENNA JAXON 
Widow’s Club series. Bk#1 To Woo A Wicked Wid-
ow. The death of her husband has thrown Lady Ma-
ria Kersey's future into doubt--and her heart into the 
arms of a man she cannot have. But Christmas with 
the Widows' Club will bring choices--and surprises--
that may change all her holidays to come . . . Maria 
just gave birth to her first child, a beautiful daughter--
but the event is shrouded in sorrow. A month earlier, 
Maria's husband, Lord Kersey, was killed in a duel 
under compromising circumstances. Worse, Maria's 
failure to provide a male heir has stripped her of any 
hope of an inheritance. Scorned by the ton, one of 
her few allies is her late husband's steward, Hugh 
Granger. Hugh is everything her husband was not--
warm, charming--and penniless. . . . Hugh has fallen 
desperately in love with Maria, but has little to offer 
but comfort. As their attraction becomes impossible 
to resist, Maria flees to London to spend Christmas 
with her dearest friends, a group of widows who lost 
their own husbands in the Battle of Waterloo. Little 
does she know the holidays will reveal a twist of fate 
she never expected--proving that the greatest Christ-
mas gift is the magic of true love . .   

COMING IN NOVEMBER: 
Love is a Rogue—Lenora Bell 

A Princess By Christmas—Julia London 

The Virgin Who Ruined Lord Gray—Anna Bradley 

My Last Duchess—Eloisa James 

The Truth About Dukes—Grace Burrowes 

The Duke Effect—Sophie Jordan 

Tall, Duke and Dangerous—Megan Frampton 

From Cinderella to Countess—Annie Burrows 

CONTEMPORARY 

THE BEST COWBOY CHRISTMAS EVER BK#1 $14.95 
JUNE FAVER  
Garrett Family Saga. Enjoy a down-home Texas 
cowboy Christmas! When handsome town sheriff 
Derrick Shelton meets Angelique Guillory and her 
young daughter at the Garrett ranch, he is immedi-
ately drawn to the woman who seems to desperately 
need a true family Christmas. Determined to erase 
the shadows from her eyes, he decides to give her 
the best holiday she's ever had. Angelique Guillory is 
a woman with a past, haunted by violence and 
searching for the family she never knew. When she 
and her little daughter find their way to the Garrett 
family and meet Derrick, she hopes to have finally 
found a safe haven. But Angelique is still looking 
over her shoulder. Despite her doubts, with a little 
Christmas magic and the warmth of the Garretts, 
Angelique may find more love and acceptance than 
she ever thought possible. 

CHRISTMAS AT HOME BK#5 $15.95 REISSUE  
CAROLYN BROWN (RELEASED 13TH OCT)  
Spikes & Spurs series. Bk#1 Love Drunk Cowboy. 
Sage Presley's Western paintings are in big demand. 
She should be at her gallery's holiday show, but she 
has to race back to Palo Duro Canyon in a desperate 
effort to prevent her grandmother from selling her 
ranch. How could Grand give up their home? Even 
though she doesn't spend much time there these 
days, Sage can't imagine the rest of her life without 
roots. Sage arrives at the ranch to find Creed Riley in 
residence, while Grand has gone off to visit her sis-
ter, planning to return on Christmas Eve to sign the 
sale papers. Creed's a seasoned rancher, and he's 
ready to take over. The fact that he's so attractive 
only irritates Sage more. Sure, easy for him to per-
suade Grand to give up her home. Sage is devastat-
ed, and to make things worse, she's now stuck at the 
ranch with a blizzard closing in, no electricity, and a 
stranger taking up space. Sage paints when she is 
angry. She paints when she is sad. She paints when 
she is blah... so while the storm rages outside, she 
spends her days in front of her easel. She feels more 
alone than ever before in her life, but the warmth and 
joy she's painting cheer her up more and more. As 
the house fills up with stray animals fleeing the bliz-
zard, and Creed proves himself to Sage over and 
over again, the future begins to brighten for both of 
them. (previously published as Mistletoe Cowboy) 

CHRISTMAS KISSES WITH MY COWBOY $16.95  
DIANA PALMER, MARINA ADAIR, KATE PEARCE 
Mistletoe Cowboy by Diana Palmer: Horse whis-
perer Parker doesn't drink, smoke, or gamble, and 
he doesn't have much to do with women, either. Until 
he meets winsome widow Katy, and her sweet child. 
Could Christmas kisses under the mistletoe bring the 
handsome wrangler the gift of his very own family? 
Blame It On the Mistletoe by Marina Adair: To 
claim his slice of the family ranch, Texas Ranger  
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Noah is forced back to Tucker's Crossing. All he ex-
pects to find is a tractor load of painful memories--
until a holiday storm, a power outage--and perhaps 
the magic of Christmas--deliver him to rescue an intri-
guing woman named Faith. But just who's rescuing 
whom? Mistletoe Detour by Kate Pearce: When Mor-
gan Valley rancher Ted Baker gets out his tow truck 
to pick up a snowbound driver, he doesn't expect to 
find his old school friend Veronica on the lam with her 
pet pig--much less true love--just in time for Christ-
mas . . . 

CHRISTMAS ON THE COAST BK#3 $16.95  
LEE TOBIN MCCLAIN (RELEASED 13TH OCT) 
Off Season series. Bk#1 Cottage at the Beach. 
There's no better place to spend Christmas than on 
the Chesapeake Bay, where it's always the perfect 
season to start over. Former police officer Paul 
Thompson has come to the little town of Pleasant 
Shores to heal his PTSD. The prescription involves 
volunteering, therapy and, most of all, a stable routine 
for his young son. Falling for Amber Rowe, however, 
would make that stability impossible. Even though 
she immediately bonds with little Davey, Amber's fu-
ture is filled with uncertainty, and Paul can't bear to 
see his son love and lose someone else. Amber got 
to know Paul's late wife while writing a book about 
cancer. In doing so, she learned a secret that could 
tear Paul's world apart. Keeping her distance is the 
best way to avoid unwittingly causing turmoil for a 
man she's come to care about more than she ever 
intended. But as Christmas draws near and their joint 
volunteer project develops, so does the depth of their 
feelings. And soon, Amber will have to choose be-
tween keeping a promise and committing to a risky 
love... 

THE DUPLICATE BRIDE $14.95  
GINNY BAIRD  
Hope Webb can't believe her twin sister, Jackie, is 
begging her to swap places and play fiancée at Jack-
ie's pre-wedding festivities. Sure, it's only a business-
deal sort of marriage, but Hope is a carb-loving teach-
er who enjoys curling up with a good book. Jackie is a 
workaholic whose idea of a good time is a brisk five-
mile run at the crack of dawn. The two sisters couldn't 
be more opposite. Now Hope is stuck in the middle of 
a warm, tight-knit family she can't help but adore and 
a groom who turns out to be entirely wonderful...for 
her. Hotel magnate Brent Albright knows something is 
off about his fiancée, but he doesn't care. Gone is the 
driven woman with similar career goals, and in her 
place is someone warm and funny who not only 
charms his family but him as well. She's doing every-
thing she can to avoid him, but that's probably just 
nerves. Two people about to wed couldn't know each 
other less. Now Brent is determined to woo his fian-
cée, for real this time, because the more he gets to 
know her, the more his sweet fiancée turns out to be 
entirely wonderful...for him. And that's when things 
start to get really complicated... 

THE GIFT OF LOVE $16.95 2IN1 REISSUE  
DEBBIE MACOMBER  
The Gift of Christmas: This year Ashley has finished 
her education, launched her career and affirmed her 
faith. And she's now in a position to pay Cooper back 
the money he lent her for college. She's achieved all 
her goals--except one, and it has to do with Cooper, 
the man she fell in love with years ago. Ashley hopes 
that the offer of her heart is the greatest gift she can 
give him. The Matchmakers: Single mom Dori Rob-
ertson is suddenly under pressure to find a new father 
for her eleven-year-old son. And he's already chosen 
the guy--former pro-football player Gavin Parker. As it 
turns out, Gavin's daughter wants her dad to marry 
again, too. When the kids join forces, Gavin suggests 
he and Dori start dating, just to make them happy. 
Dori figures it's safe enough...until it starts to feel real. 

HAPPILY THIS CHRISTMAS BK#6 $24.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
SUSAN MALLERY  
Happily Inc. series. Bk#1 You Say It First. Wynn 
Beauchene has a thriving business, a great kid and a 
mildly embarrassing crush on the guy next door--local 
cop Garrick McCabe. She's a strong, independent 
woman who can't help dreaming what-if about a man 
she barely knows. Until he needs her help… Garrick's 
pregnant daughter will be home for Christmas, and 
his house needs a woman's touch. Garrick and his 
little girl were tight once and he's hoping a small-town 
Christmas will bring her back to him. But thawing his 
daughter's frosty attitude will take more than a few 
twinkle lights. Maybe sharing the holiday with Wynn 
and her son will remind her of the joy of family. As the 
season works its magic on these wounded souls, 
Wynn realizes it's time to stop punishing herself for a 
painful secret, while Garrick remains haunted by the 
ghosts of past mistakes. Will he allow Wynn to open 
the only gift she truly wants--his heart? 

HER CHRISTMAS COWBOY BK#5 $14.95 
JESSICA CLARE (RELEASED 13TH OCT)  
Wyoming Cowboy series. Bk#1 All I Want for Christ-
mas is a Cowboy. Caleb Watson has been crushing 
on elementary school teacher Amy Mckinney ever 
since he saw her. She's oblivious to his feelings--
probably because he's never said a word to her. But 
when he learns Amy's going to be Mrs. Claus in the 
local Christmas celebration, he volunteers to be San-
ta so he'll finally have the chance to introduce himself. 
Even more than that, he'll use this opportunity to 
shower her with presents. Amy's been receiving all 
kinds of Secret Santa gifts at work -- and she has no 
idea who her secret admirer is. She wishes he'd make 
himself known so they can go on a date, though, be-
cause being a newcomer in close-knit Painted Barrel, 
Wyoming, is pretty lonely. When her flaky landlord 
claims he's the gift giver...it's not quite the bachelor 
Amy had in mind. However, she's doubly shocked 
when gruff newcomer Caleb Watson crashes her date 
and insists he's really the one leaving her presents. 
Amy's not sure what to think. Caleb's never indicated 
that he likes her, much less wants to date. Can he 



 

prove to Amy he's not just the perfect Santa to her 
Mrs. Claus, but the man of her dreams? 

A HIGHLANDER IS COMING TO TOWN BK#3 $14.95 
LAURA TRENTHAM  
Highland, Georgia series. Bk#1 A Highlander Walks 
Into a Bar. You better watch out. . . Holt Pierson is 
dreading Christmas. His parents absconded to Florida 
for the season and left him to handle the family farm 
which will be his one day--whether he wants it or not. 
Driven by duty, Holt has always followed the path ex-
pected of him. But lately, he's been questioning what 
he wants and where he belongs. Will assuming the 
responsibility of the Pierson farm make him happy or 
is there something--or someone--else out in the wider 
world calling to him? To Claire Smythe, the Scottish 
lead singer of a touring band, Highland, Georgia, is 
the perfect place to hide . . .until a very handsome and 
deeply curious Holt begins to ask all the questions 
Claire doesn't want to answer. As Holt draws Claire 
out from under and into the fabric of small-town life, 
can Claire put the past behind her and embrace the 
unexpected gifts of the season--including the new and 
lasting love? 

HIS DREAM ROLE BK#6 $18.95 REISSUE 
SHANNYN SCHROEDER (148 PAGES)  
Hot & Nerdy series. Bk#1 Her Best Shot. Will they 
write their next act together? Free Mitchell loves the 
theater. He uses costumes and characters to escape 
his shy, awkward persona. When he's Doctor Who or 
Sherlock Holmes, he has all the confidence in the 
world-from meeting clients while working at his fa-
ther's investment firm to approaching a beautiful wom-
an in a coffee shop. Samantha Wolf doesn't know 
what to make of Free and his outrageous costumes, 
but she's drawn to his sweet nature and love of acting. 
She spends so much time around people whose sole 
focus is money and how to make it that Free is a wel-
come change. The more time they spend together, the 
more their unscripted romance takes center stage. But 
when Samantha discovers that Free plans to work in 
finance, she questions how well she knows the man 
she's fallen for. Can Free convince her that his job 
doesn't change who he is? 

HOLDING OUT FOR CHRISTMAS $14.95  
P/BACK RELEASE  
JANET DAILEY  
She's all he wants for Christmas. Maybe even forev-
er . . . Conner Branch still hasn't stopped thinking 
about the sultry singer he spotted on stage during last 
year's Cowboy Christmas Ball. So imagine his sur-
prise when he discovers the demure kindergarten 
teacher who comes home for the holidays to Branding 
Iron, Texas, is the very same woman. And once he's 
up close and personal with the mesmerizing Megan, 
he's downright determined to keep her by his side for 
good . . . If only Conner Branch were simply the star 
struck cowboy she once believed him to be, Megan 
wouldn't have to worry about losing everything to the 
rugged--and wildly romantic--rancher. With Christmas 
in the air, it's a little too easy to imagine spending the 

holidays, not to mention her whole life, wrapped in 
Conner's loving arms. But this songstress has hopes 
for a big career back in Nashville. And no little holiday 
romance will ever get in the way of that. So what's a 
woman to do when she finds herself facing down a 
love as bold and exciting as Texas itself? 

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS $22.95 TRADE P/BACK 
SARA RICHARDSON 
Sisters Rose, Magnolia, and Dahlia are each at a 
crossroads in their lives: Rose is getting married in six 
months. Magnolia is struggling after another round of 
failed fertility treatments. And Dahlia has just sent her 
two children off on an expensive European vacation 
with her ex-husband -- and his new girlfriend. When 
their Aunt Sassy invites them all to stay at her Bristle-
cone Inn for the Christmas season, it seems the per-
fect escape. When they arrive, however, they realize 
the home of their treasured holiday memories has 
changed. The cottages are run-down, and Sassy has 
volunteered them for the inn's annual Christmas Ex-
travaganza, turning their timeout into a race to recre-
ate the Christmas magic of their childhood before the 
big event. Though the sisters haven't been close for 
years, working together gives them the chance to re-
connect. Each one has always assumed the others 
already had the perfect life -- but as the end of the 
year draws near, the sisters find their hearts opening 
to new possibilities. In their beloved Bristlecone Inn, 
they start to question what they really want for their 
lives and rediscover their dreams in the bonds of sis-
terhood-- 

HOW MUCH I CARE BK#2 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MARIE FORCE  
Miami Nights series. Bk#1 How Much I Feel. Austin 
… Sitting at the top of my game, pitching for Baltimore 
and a single daddy to the most adorable little girl in 
the world, I'm living the dream. Until I get the dreaded 
call that Everly is sick. My entire world stops when the 
doctors say the only chance my baby has is through a 
bone-marrow transplant. My life becomes a living 
nightmare as I wage a war to save my daughter. Noth-
ing else matters. Not my Cy Young Award, not my 
career, not my team or my talent. None of that can fix 
her. She needs a miracle. What we get is a stranger... 
and Maria just might save us both. Maria … My life in 
Miami might not be glamorous, but it is rewarding. I 
divide my time between working as a nurse at a free 
clinic and waitressing at my family's Cuban-Italian 
restaurant. After being cheated on by my long-time 
boyfriend, I'm not exactly looking for Mr. Right but 
wouldn't kick him out of bed if he suddenly showed 
up. Six months after I donated bone marrow to a little 
girl in Baltimore, I get an email from the child's grateful 
father, but everything is anonymous until the one-year 
mark. I'm desperate to know more about him. The last 
thing I expect him to be is a gorgeous, famous ball-
player. One email becomes another, until we find our-
selves caught up in a friendship neither of us ex-
pected, but both desperately need. I'm falling in love 
with a man I've never met.  
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THE LAST CHRISTMAS COWBOY BK#11 $16.95  
MAISEY YATES (RELEASED 13TH OCT) 
Gold Valley series. Bk#1 Smooth-Talking Cowboy. 
Will this brooding Gold Valley cowboy find redemp-
tion this Christmas? Cowgirl Rose Daniels is deter-
mined to play matchmaker to ensure her beloved 
sister will meet someone under the mistletoe. She 
enlists the reluctant help of family friend Logan 
Heath, but his insistence that she doesn't under-
stand chemistry is exasperating. Until they share 
one electrifying moment that shows her exactly what 
chemistry is all about, and it becomes outrageously, 
irresistibly intriguing… Logan hates the holidays. 
They are a painful reminder of the family he lost and 
a time of year he always wants to spend on his own. 
But Rose refuses to let him. Logan's worked for 
years to keep his attraction to her under wraps--
she's his best friend's youngest sister and she could-
n't be more off-limits. He's the last cowboy that inno-
cent Rose should ever kiss, but this Christmas, may-
be Logan will become the only cowboy she'll ever 
want. 

NAUGHTY BRITS $29.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SARAH MACLEAN, LOUISA EDWARDS, SOPHIE JOR-
DAN, SIERRA SIMONE, TESSA GRATTON  
Everything is hotter with a British accent… Sarah 
MacLean - A Duke Worth Falling For: Her career 
in tatters, celebrity photographer Lilah Rose retreats 
to the British countryside, complete with fluffy sheep, 
rolling hills...and Max, the stern, sexy farmer who 
tends to them. But their lazy days and lush nights 
aren't as far from the spotlight as Lilah thinks, and 
Max will have to reveal the truth if he is going to con-
vince Lilah that some dukes are worth the risk. So-
phie Jordan - Better with You: When the author of 
a controversial self-help book starts receiving 
threats, she has no choice but to accept a body-
guard on her UK book tour. Vee Mathers is famous 
for asserting that women don't need men-especially 
for sex!-but at security specialist Luca Moretti's first, 
burning touch, she starts to think she might need to 
revise her theory… Louisa Edwards - Not a Bad 
Boy: Writer Mallory Pritchard moved to London for 
research-and to get over a bad breakup. When she 
(literally) runs into Hollywood's hottest action hero, 
Ian Hale, at a dog park, she realizes her heart isn't 
as broken as she thought! Ian is even more devas-
tatingly sexy in person, which makes Mallory won-
der...is there room for a regular girl in his glamorous 
movie-star world? Tessa Gratton - Songbird: For-
mer American soldier Daniel Kelly's mission is sim-
ple: close the deal to buy a Welsh pub on behalf of 
his family's corporation, and survive another anni-
versary of the worst day of his service. Too bad that 
from the moment he sees the pub's owner, Elspeth 
Gwenlan is the only thing Daniel wants to conquer-
even if it means lying to her about his agenda. Sier-
ra Simone - Supplicant: After being left at the altar 
by her cold and brilliant professor, Church Cason, 

Charlotte Tenpenny had to leave school to take care 
of her younger brother. But a fateful night brings 
Church-and his delicious, drugging kisses-back into 
Charlotte's life. And it stirs up a reckoning years in 
the making . . . 

NIGHT, SEA AND STARS $15.95 REISSUE  
HEATHER GRAHAM  
It was fate that helped fashion executive Skye 
Delaney survive the crash of a Lear jet. It was also 
fate that stranded her on a Pacific island with the 
plane's pilot, a seductive man who is both domineer-
ing and unexpectedly tender--a man to desire, but 
not to trust. Discovering that he is actually Kyle Jag-
ger--a ruthless business tycoon with a reputation as 
an international playboy--makes Skye even more 
wary . . . at first. In a sultry Eden where a man's pas-
sion and a woman's love are their only hope for sur-
vival, she succumbs to Kyle's tender caresses. But 
Skye has a fiancé back in the States, and Kyle is 
rumored to have a wife. Once they return to their 
separate worlds, will they lose each other forever? 
Or will a love born in paradise bring a lifetime of joy 
and happiness to two yearning hearts? 

ONE CHARMED CHRISTMAS $24.95 TRADE P/BACK 
SHEILA ROBERTS  
Catherine Pine is hoping her Christmas is a bit more 
jolly than last year's. That one was her first without 
her husband, and with her kids and their families 
absent this year, she's worried. But things change 
when her good friend invites her on a Christmas 
cruise to lift her spirits. Suddenly every day is an 
adventure and she's making a bunch of new friends, 
including the lovable Sophie Miles. It's like a gift 
from Santa when Sophie and Catherine meet the 
charming Dr. Rudy Nichols, a perfect match for hy-
pochondriac Sophie. But he comes with a two-
legged lump of coal, his guard-dog daughter. And 
then there's chocolatier Trevor March, who's also 
interested in the scrumptious Sophie. Can he con-
vince her that chocolate is the perfect cure for what 
ails her? Who knows what Santa has in store for 
these holiday travellers? Anything could happen this 
charmed Christmas! 

ONE MORE FOR CHRISTMAS $24.95 TRADE P/BACK 
SARAH MORGAN  
For sisters Samantha and Ella Mitchell, Christmas is 
their most precious time of the year--a time for to-
getherness, love and celebration. Most of all, it's 
about making up for everything their childhood 
Christmases lacked. But this year, they'll be buying 
presents for the most unexpected guest of all--their 
estranged mother. It's been five years since they last 
saw each other. But when their mom calls out of the 
blue and promises that this Christmas will be differ-
ent, Samantha and Ella cautiously agree to spend it 
all together… Gayle Mitchell is at the top of her ca-
reer, but her success has come at a price--her rela-
tionship with her daughters. She never seemed to 
say or do the right things. Her tough-love approach 
was designed to make them stronger, but instead 
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managed to push them away...until a brush with her 
own mortality forces Gayle to make amends. As the 
snowflakes fall on their first family celebration in 
years, the Mitchell women must learn that some-
times facing up to the past is all you need to heal 
your heart... 

A PERFECT CORNISH ESCAPE BK#3 $25.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
PHILLIPA ASHLEY  
Porthmellow Harbour series. Bk#1 A Perfect Cor-
nish Summer. Seven years ago, Marina Hudson's 
husband was lost at sea. She vowed to love him 
forever - but when kind-hearted Lachlan arrives in 
Porthmellow, should she deny herself another 
chance at happiness? Tiff Trescott was living life to 
the full as a journalist in London - until her boy-
friend's betrayal brought it all crashing down. Fleeing 
to her cousin Marina's cottage, Tiff feels like a fish 
out of water. And when brooding local Dirk wins a 
day with her in a charity auction, she's thrown head-
first into Cornish life. This summer promises new 
beginnings for both Tiff and Marina. But are they too 
good to be true? 

A SEASON OF ANGELS $16.95 REISSUE  
DEBBIE MACOMBER  
Wishes for love bring hope from above. Shirley, 
Goodness, and Mercy--three willing but sometimes 
wayward angels--are each given someone's prayer 
to answer . . . Shirley: She's sent to help nine-year-
old Timmy Potter, who longs for a new father. And 
although his mother, Jody, has vowed never to trust 
any man, Shirley is determined to help her love 
again. Goodness: She knows Monica Fischer longs 
for a husband and home of her own, but the young 
woman has practically given up on finding the right 
man to stand by her side . . . until Goodness steps in 
to help. Mercy: Can Mercy bring hope back into 
Leah Lundberg's life? This maternity nurse desper-
ately wants a child to fill up the home she's made 
with her husband, Andrew. But there's just one 
catch: Each angel must teach her charge a memora-
ble lesson before the prayer can be granted . . . 

SMOKIN’ HOT COWBOY CHRISTMAS BK#7 $14.95 
KIM REDFORD 
Smokin’ Hot Cowboys series. Bk#1 A Cowboy 
Firefighter for Christmas. Have yourself a Smokin' 
Hot Cowboy Christmas …. It's been one fiasco after 
another for newcomer Belle Tarleton since she be-
gan trying to turn her ranch into an arts center. Local 
workers seem determined to ruin her Christmas par-
ty plans, and she hopes bringing in down-on-his-luck 
Rowdy Holloway to help with renovations will get 
things back on track. Rowdy is the unluckiest cow-
boy in the whole of Wildcat Bluff County, Texas, and 
things are not improving this holiday season. Sure, 
he's the object of many local women's drool-worthy 
fantasies, but the town has decided he's the man 
who should stop Belle's renovation plans. It started 
as a simple mission, but now Rowdy's so twisted up 

he doesn't know whose side he's on. With only days 
until Christmas, Rowdy and Belle need to tap into 
their fiery personalities and off-the-charts chemistry 
if they're ever going to find a way to thaw the ice on 
this reluctant town's heart. 

SNOW ANGEL SEASON $15.95 2IN1 REISSUE   
EMILY MARCH 
Eternity Springs series. Christmas in Eternity 
Springs Bk#12: After a devastating betrayal, Claire 
packs up the pieces of her life, along with a twenty-
million-dollar secret, and moves to Eternity Springs. 
She opens a specialty shop--Forever Christmas--
and, with the help of a surprise romance with the 
town's sexy new handyman, Claire's heart begins to 
heal. Until her past comes knocking… The Christ-
mas Wishing Tree Bk#15: A man who loves adven-
ture and the open sea, Devin returns for a short 
Christmas trip to his small hometown of Eternity 
Springs. Immersed in the joy and magic of the holi-
day season, he doesn't hesitate to play along when 
a young boy phones Santa to ask for a very special 
wish. Devin never guesses that a wrong number has 
the potential to make everything in his life--including 
the young boy's beautiful single mother, Jenna--
merry and bright and oh-so right. 

SNOWBALL’S CHRISTMAS $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
KRISTEN MCKANAGH 
Snowball--an aptly named bundle of feline fluff--is 
thankful to be spending her first Christmas in the 
comfort of Weber Haus, the Victorian B&B run by 
Miss Tilly. Emily Diemer, who cooks for the guests, 
dotes on Snowball, but she's not thrilled about an-
other new arrival at the B&B: Miss Tilly's nephew, 
Lukas. Which is odd, because Snowball's animal 
instincts tell her that Lukas and Emily should defi-
nitely be friends. Everything Emily needs is in this 
quaint community--including, she hopes, the chance 
to open her own bakery one day. She doesn't think 
much of Lukas for leaving his aging aunt to struggle 
while he jets around the world taking photographs. 
But now that he's here, helping to spruce up the 
property and getting mixed up in Snowball's antics, 
she begins to soften a little. Until she learns what he 
has planned . . . Lukas is going to sell Weber Haus 
so that Miss Tilly can retire. But Snowball is certain 
that this B&B, and these people, are supposed to be 
her forever home. Somehow she has to get these 
stubborn humans to see things through the wisdom 
of a cat's eye and a kitten's loyal, loving heart . . . 

TEXAS PROUD BK#52 $14.95 REISSUE  
DIANA PALMER  
Long Tall Texans series. A powerful businessman 
seeks refuge … but some secrets never stay hidden. 
Before he testifies in an important case, business-
man Michael "Mikey" Fiore hides out in Jacobsville, 
Texas. On a rare night out, he crosses paths with 
softly beautiful Bernadette, who seems burdened 
with her own secrets. He hears whispers about a life
-threatening condition, her solitary existence. This  
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doesn't stop him from wanting her, which endangers 
them both. Their bond grows into passion...until 
shocking truths surface. Plus, a classic story from 
the Men of Medicine Ridge series, Circle of Gold: 
Sparks fly the moment Kasie Mayfield arrives at Gil 
Callister's sprawling ranch to care for his two adora-
ble daughters. Gil is difficult to read, but he still 
sweeps her off her feet. Can Kasie convince the 
hard-edged widower that a circle of gold belongs on 
her finger? 

THE TWELVE DOGS OF CHRISTMAS BK#1 $14.95 
LIZZIE SHANE  
Pine Hollow series. A delightful holiday romance 
about a small-town single dad and an animal rescue 
owner as they try to find forever homes for a dozen 
lovable pups before Christmas … Pine Hollow has 
everything Ally Gilmore could wish for in a holiday 
break: gently falling snow in a charming small town 
and time with her family. Then she learns some 
Grinch has pulled the funding for her family's rescue 
shelter, and now she has only four weeks to find 
new homes for a dozen dogs! But when she con-
fronts her Scroogey councilman nemesis, Ally finds 
he's far more reasonable -- and handsome -- than 
she ever expected. As the guardian of his dog-
obsessed ten-year-old niece, Ben West doesn't 
have time to build a cuddly reputation. But he does 
feel guilty about the shelter closing. So he proposes 
a truce with Ally, agreeing to help her adopt out the 
pups. As the two spend more time together, the 
town's gossip is spreading faster than Santa's sleigh 
on Christmas Eve. And soon Ben is hoping he can 
convince Ally that Pine Hollow is her home for the 
holidays. . . and the whole year through. 

A VERY MERRY MATCH BK#2 $14.95  
MELINDA CURTIS, HOPE RAMSAY 
Sunshine Valley series. Bk#1 Can’t Hurry Love. 
The holidays are served up with some spice in this 
small-town romance … This Christmas, all Mayor 
Kevin Hadley wants is to give his five-year-old son 
whatever his heart desires. Only Tad has fallen head 
over holly for his pretty, sweet-as-sugarplum teach-
er. When attraction sparks between Kevin and Mary 
Margaret, the single dad thinks she may be the an-
swer to his and his son's dreams. But after Mary 
Margaret reluctantly turns him down, Kevin decides 
it's time to embark on a new campaign -- one for 
Mary Margaret's heart. Mary Margaret Sneed usual-
ly spends her holiday baking and carolling with her 
students. Yet this year, she's swapped shortbread 
and sleigh bells for a second job to pay off her late 
husband's debts. Mary Margaret would love to go 
tree trimming with Kevin and his son, but she won't 
risk his political future with her controversial side gig. 
Only the town's meddling matchmakers have deter-
mined there's nothing a little mistletoe can't fix . . . 
and if the Widows Club has their way, Mary Marga-
ret and Kevin may just get the best Christmas gift of 

all this year. Includes a bonus novella by Hope 
Ramsay! 

WHISPERING ROCK BK#3 $16.95 REISSUE  
ROBYN CARR  
Virgin River series. Bk#1 Virgin River. Virgin River 
became a safe haven for Sacramento prosecutor 
Brie Sheridan after she nearly lost her life at the 
hands of a crazed criminal. Though tough and cou-
rageous, she has some fears she can't escape. 
LAPD officer Mike Valenzuela was badly wounded in 
the line of duty. When he agrees to become Virgin 
River's first cop, he does so knowing it's time he 
settled down. Twice divorced and the lover of too 
many women, he secretly longs for the kind of com-
mitment and happiness his marine buddies have 
found--a woman who can tie up his heart forever. 
Mike will do anything to help Brie free herself from 
painful memories. Passionate, strong and gentle, he 
vows to give back to her what she's so selflessly 
given him--her heart, and with it, a new beginning. 

WHY DON’T YOU STAY? …. FOREVER BK#2 $15.95 
JENNIFER ASHLEY  
McLaughlin Brothers series. Bk#1 This Changes 
Everything. Ben McLaughlin is the IT guy for the 
McLaughlin brothers, the one assigned to train me, 
Erin, the new receptionist, on the company's soft-
ware. It's tough to pay attention to screens and tem-
plates when Ben is next to me, awakening all kinds 
of fires. I invite him to my ballet company's perfor-
mance, to pay him back for ramming into him while 
practicing in the break room. Where I rammed him 
was kind of private ... and I imagine painful. I'm sure 
I'll be fired on the spot, but Ben never says a word. 
e's in the audience now, watching, while I try to 
dance like I don't have a care in the world. I want to 
get to know him, to talk to him beyond computer 
questions, to find out what he's like behind his quiet 
exterior. My job is temporary, and I can only dream 
of Ben gazing at me with his gorgeous eyes and 
asking me to stay ... forever. 

WILD NIGHTS IN TEXAS BK#3 $16.95 
DELORES FOSSEN 
Lone Star Ridge series. Bk#1 Tangled Up in Tex-
as. She can make Lone Star Ridge's sheriff break 
every rule… Former child star "Badly" Hadley Dalton 
can't shake the nickname she got on Little Cowgirls, 
the reality show that made her famous. Another 
thing she can't shake: her attraction to hometown 
heartthrob Leyton Jameson. After their teen make-
out session was televised, Leyton ended their rela-
tionship, and Hadley left town. But when she learns 
her beloved Granny Em has gone missing, Hadley 
returns home and immediately lands in hot water… 
Leyton has wanted Hadley since he first knew what 
desire was. Searching for Em together makes all 
that heat--and all their differences--impossible to 
ignore. Hadley's past is riddled with bad decisions--
ones that are suddenly rearing their ugly heads. 
Believing she's too much trouble for a good-guy cop, 
Hadley doesn't think Leyton can ever overlook her 
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faults. But Leyton will sign up for a lifetime of trouble 
if it means this wild ride never ends... 

WILDFLOWER ROAD BK#2 $14.95  
JANINE ROSCHE (RELEASED 13TH OCT) 
Madison River Romance series. Bk#1 This Wan-
dering Heart. A young widow is tempted to love again 
after her heartbreaking loss in this new Madison Riv-
er Romance. After her husband's tragic death, Ryann 
Marie Ashcroft's only remaining dream is to save her 
family's struggling mountain resort. And the last per-
son she wants to rely on is a brooding stranger with 
secrets of his own. Nicknamed America's rock-and-
roll pastor, Shane Olson arrives in Montana after a 
viral video destroys his marriage, his ministry, and his 
reputation. Working side by side on the banks of the 
Madison River, he and Ryann get a second chance 
at love. But not everyone wants to see their happily 
ever after. 

WYOMING COUNTRY LEGACY: A COWBOY’S RE-
DEMPTION $13.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
CATHY MCDAVID, REBECCA WINTERS  
Second chance for the cowboy … The Comeback 
Cowboy by Cathy McDavid: As owner of Cowboy 
College, Adele Donnelly makes it a rule never to get 
involved with her guests, especially not famous and 
footloose cowboy Ty Boudeau, whose life is all about 
traveling the rodeo circuit. But Ty is more than just 
another handsome face...and when Adele finds out 
she's pregnant with his baby, Ty'll have to prove he 
can be a championship father! The Wyoming Cow-
boy by Rebecca Winters: Former marine Carson 
Lundgren's Wyoming ranch is a place where families 
of fallen war heroes can heal. His first guests, widow 
Tracy Baretta and six-year-old Johnny, have been 
struggling since losing their husband and father. 
They quickly fall in love with the place...and maybe 
with the man himself. Could this incredible cowboy 
be the one to make Tracy and her son believe in love 
again? 

COMING IN NOVEMBER: 
Blue Sky Cowboy Christmas—Joanne Kennedy 

A California Christmas—Brenda Novak 

The Merriest Magnolia—Michelle Major 

Never Say Never—Jennifer Ashley 

The Best Man—Kristan Higgins 

Christmas From the Heart—Sheila Roberts 

Coming Home for Christmas—Raeanne Thayne 

Looking for a Cowboy—Donna Grant 

Wyoming True—Diana Palmer 

A Wedding in December—Sarah Morgan 

 

 

MYSTERY & SUSPENSE 

BITTER PILL BK#32 $38.95 HARDCOVER  
FERN MICHAELS  
Sisterhood series. Bk#1 Weekend Warriors. The 
Sisterhood: a group of women from all walks of life 
bound by friendship and a quest for justice. Armed 
with vast resources, top-notch expertise, and a loyal 
network of allies around the globe, the Sisterhood will 
not rest until every wrong is made right. For the Sis-
terhood, every mission matters. But there's a special 
satisfaction that comes with helping a friend in need, 
especially when it's someone as dear as Myra 
Rutledge's childhood friend Charlotte. After she re-
ceives a worrying letter, Myra quickly arranges for 
Charlotte to visit, hoping to restore her peace of 
mind. She learns that Charlotte has spent tens of 
thousands of dollars on ""natural herbal remedies"" 
as part of an innovative program to boost longevity. 
But far from improving her health, the medications 
seem to be destroying it. Myra becomes suspicious 
of the trio of doctors in charge of the program, espe-
cially once the Sisterhood's investigations reveal that 
one patient has died, and another lapsed into a co-
ma. While those in their care suffer, the three doctors
--located in London, Aspen, and New York--all enjoy 
indulgent lifestyles and extravagant toys. But the 
passions and obsessions paid for by their selfish 
scheme may be the very means to get revenge. Jus-
tice, after all, is always the best medicine--and no 
one dispenses it better than the Sisterhood…(small 
p/back due for release 29/12) 

THE BOY BK#2 $16.95 SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
TAMI HOAG  
Broussard & Fourcade series. Bk#1 A Thin Dark 
Line. An unfathomable loss or an unthinkable crime? 
When Detective Nick Fourcade enters the home of 
Genevieve Gauthier outside the sleepy town of Bay-
ou Breaux, Louisiana, the bloody crime scene that 
awaits him is both the most brutal and the most con-
fusing he's ever seen. Genevieve's seven-year-old 
son, KJ, has been murdered by an alleged intruder, 
yet Genevieve is alive and well. Meanwhile, Nick's 
wife, Detective Annie Broussard, sits with the griev-
ing Genevieve. A mother herself, Annie understands 
the devastation this woman is going through, but as a 
detective she's troubled: Who would murder a child 
and leave the only witness behind? When KJ's some-
times babysitter, twelve-year-old Nora Florette, is 
reported missing the very next day, the town fears a 
maniac is preying on their children. With pressure 
mounting from a tough, no-nonsense new sheriff, the 
media, and the parents of Bayou Breaux, Nick and 
Annie dig deep into the dual mysteries. Is someone 
from Genevieve's past or present responsible for the 
death of her son? Is Nora a victim, or something 
worse? Then everything changes when Genevieve's 
past as a convicted criminal comes to light. Could 
she have killed her own child to free herself from the 
burden of motherhood, or is the loss of her beloved 
boy pushing her to the edge of insanity? Could she  
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have something to do with the disappearance of 
Nora, or is the troubled teen the key to the murder? 
How far will Nick and Annie have to go to uncover the 
dark truth of the boy? 

BURN YOU TWICE $20.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MARY BURTON  
Fire can destroy the past. It can also uncover secrets 
…. Ten years ago as an undergrad, Joan Mason 
escaped an arsonist's fire. Shaken, she fled the small 
collegiate Montana town, leaving behind friends and 
not looking back. Now a Philadelphia homicide detec-
tive, Joan's trying to put her traumas to rest. It's not 
easy. Elijah Weston, the classmate who torched her 
house, is out of prison and returning to Missoula. Gut 
instinct tells Joan he'll strike again. To stop him, she 
must return to the past as well. To face not only the 
man she fears but Detective Gideon Bailey, too. The 
man she loved and left behind. When a local woman 
dies tragically in another fire, it can't be a coinci-
dence. Can it be Elijah? He has a solid alibi for the 
night of the blaze. Reunited by the tragedy, Joan and 
Gideon have their doubts. So does Gideon's sister, 
Ann--Joan's old college roommate. The investigation 
draws Joan and Gideon together, but it also sends 
them down a dangerous path--into a troubling history 
that Joan, Elijah, and Ann all share. As more lives go 
up in flames in Missoula, this town's secrets are just 
beginning to rise from the ashes. 

COLD CASE PURSUIT BK#7 $12.95  
DANA MENTINK (RELEASED 13TH OCT)  
True-Blue K-9 Unit: Brooklyn series. Bk#1 Copycat 
Killer. A cold case solved by the K-9 unit… but the 
past is not so easily escaped. Decades after her par-
ents' murders, Penelope McGregor's grateful the 
killer's finally been identified--until he 
comes after her. Now Detective Ty-
ler Walker and his K-9 partner, 
Dusty, must protect Penelope and 
catch the culprit...while making sure 
his little girl stays out of the cross-
hairs. But can the single father out-
play a killer whose endgame will leave no one safe? 

COLTON STORM WARNING BK#4 $12.95  
JUSTINE DAVIS (RELEASED 13TH OCT)  
Coltons of Kansas series. Bk#1 Exposing Colton 
Secrets by Marie Ferrarella. Danger, he can handle 
… But what about desire? When security expert Ty 
Colton is assigned to protect a young heiress, he 
doesn't know what to expect. Turns out that Ashley 
Hart is a committed philanthropist with a real target 
on her back. She's earned a very dangerous enemy, 
and Ty's sense of duty takes over. As a storm bears 
down hard, will their growing feelings prove a fatal 
distraction--or the bond that saves them both? 

 

 

DECEPTION LODGE AND EXPECTING TROUBLE 
$14.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
LISA JACKSON, DELORES FOSSEN  
Deception Lodge by Lisa Jackson: Adam Drake is 
a man with a mission. Determined to clear his name 
of the false embezzlement charges brought against 
him by his former employer, resort mogul Victor 
Montgomery, Adam crashes the latest Montgomery 
gala opening. What Adam is not prepared for is Vic-
tor's dazzling daughter, Marnie, who appears at the 
gala on the arm of her wealthy fiancé, Kent Simms--
Victor's right-hand man. Adam suspects that Kent 
may have been involved in framing him, and the only 
way to get to Kent is through his fiancée. But Adam 
hasn't counted on the sizzling attraction between 
himself and Marnie… Expecting Trouble by De-
lores Fossen: A deadly game of cat and mouse 
forced Jenna Laniere into hiding. If Agent Cal Rico 
didn't help, the struggling single mother would have 
nowhere else to run. Cal had to risk his future to help 
save Jenna from her past. As an agent, it was his 
duty. As a man falling for this tiny family, he couldn't 
turn away if he wanted to… 

DON’T KEEP SILENT BK#3 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
ELIZABETH GODDARD  
Uncommon Justice series. Bk#1 Never Let Go. 
Investigative reporter Rae Burke will do anything to 
find her missing sister-in-law, even if it means facing 
Liam McKade, a man who almost lost his life saving 
hers. A former DEA agent, Liam thought he could 
find peace at his Wyoming ranch, but he doesn't feel 
at home anywhere anymore. When the reporter who 
blew his cover on an important investigation inserts 
herself back into his life, he's less than thrilled. But 
Rae's keen investigative skills have led her down the 
right path--and directly into the dragon's mouth--
leaving Liam no choice but to protect her. As the dan-
ger increases, the past they both tried to flee catches 
up to them, along with the feelings they once had for 
each other . . . 

HELLBENT BK#3 $26.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SHANNON MCKENNA  
Hellbound Brotherhood series. Bk#1 Hellion. He 
fought for her. He bled for her. Now he'll make her his 
own. Famous bad boy DJ Anton Trask stays out of 
other people's business. He learned that lesson long 
ago and paid for it in blood. But when the stunning 
Fiona Garrett shows up at one of his nightclubs ask-
ing for his help, his world is thrown into chaos. He 
and Fiona grew up together at GodsAcre, a remote 
doomsday cult in the mountains. She was fifteen 
years old when he busted her out of that hellhole, but 
she's all grown up now. Anton hates losing control, 
but Fiona's sultry eyes, soft red lips and gorgeous 
body make his heart thud and his temperature rise... 
Pursued by a ghost ... Fiona Garrett is on the run 
from a brutal killer that the whole world believes to be 
dead. She hates asking Anton for help once again-
she owes him her life already-but no one else could 
possibly believe her. Still, Fiona is unprepared for the 

**Occasionally the first title in a series is not 
shown because the first, and even some subse-
quent books, particularly in a long series, are 
no longer readily available.** 



effect Anton has on her...his hard body, the hypnotic 
glitter of his dark eyes, the raw male power he ex-
udes. He sparks a desire inside her that she'd never 
imagined-and she can't control the flames. Anton 
wants to leave GodsAcre and all its demons in the 
past, but he and Fiona have no choice but to face 
them head-on as danger ignites all around them. All 
he can do is keep her close to him. And the closer 
she gets, the less he ever wants to let her go... 

THE LAST WIDOW BK#9 $16.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE 
KARIN SLAUGHTER  
Will Trent series. Bk#1 Triptych. A mysterious kid-
napping … On a hot summer night, a scientist from 
the Centers for Disease Control is grabbed by un-
known assailants in a shopping center parking lot. 
The authorities are desperate to save the doctor 
who's been vanished into thin air. A devastating ex-
plosion … One month later, the serenity of a sunny 
Sunday afternoon is shattered by the boom of a 
ground-shaking blast--followed by another seconds 
later. One of Atlanta's busiest and most important 
neighborhoods has been bombed--the location of 
Emory University, two major hospitals, an FBI field 
office, and the CDC. A diabolical enemy …. Medical 
examiner Sara Linton and her partner, Will Trent, an 
investigator with the Georgia Bureau of Investigation, 
rush to the scene--and into the heart of a deadly con-
spiracy that threatens to destroy thousands of inno-
cent lives. When the assailants abduct Sara, Will 
goes undercover to save her and prevent a massacre
--putting his own life on the line for the woman and 
the country he loves. 

LETHAL EDGE BK#1 $19.95 TRADE P/BACK  
KAYLEA CROSS 
Rifle Creek series. A diehard romantic looking to 
start over in a small town. Dr. Nina Benitez might be 
an astrophysicist and a scientist down to her bones, 
but she also believes in true love and happily ever 
after-and won't settle for anything less. After a rocky 
end to her first semester teaching at the University of 
Montana, she's looking forward to a new school year 
and a fresh start in the small town of Rifle Creek. 
When she meets her roommate's work partner, a 
sexy, hard-edged detective, Nina is immediately in-
trigued. However, it's soon clear they're like oil and 
water. But when she's confronted by the painful past 
event she wanted to forget, she faces an even great-
er danger. A predator is bent on silencing her forever, 
and Nina's only hope of survival is the unattainable 
man who's captured her heart.A cynical cop deter-
mined to guard his heart. Tate Baldwin has dedicated 
his life to serving and protecting, first in the military, 
and now as a detective in Rifle Creek. Badly burned 
by his last relationship, he isn't looking to get involved 
with anyone, especially a brilliant college professor 
who seems to have her head in the clouds. Yet even 
Tate can't deny the attraction between them that soon 
grows into something more. And when a secret from 
her past triggers a lethal threat, Tate will risk every-
thing to stand between her and the monster who 

wants her dead. 

NORI’S DELTA BK#1 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK 
LORI RYAN  
Special Forces: Operation Alpha (Delta Team 
Three) series. He won't lose her again… Delta Oper-
ative Heath "Woof" Davis has spent years living on 
the edge. Protecting a State Department official is just 
another assignment until he discovers that Eleanor 
Bonham is Nori Duncan, the one that got away. He 
can protect her from enemy forces in the Republic of 
Kazarus, but can he defend his heart from the woman 
who used to be his everything? She's not going to fall 
for a soldier boy… high school was a long time ago, 
and Eleanor is no longer the heartbroken girl who 
ended things with Heath. She doesn't have time for 
love, not if she's going to rise in the ranks at State 
Department. But Heath is even more handsome than 
he was back then, and his years in the military have 
honed him into a man completely unlike the boy she 
once knew. With his sights set on her, how can she 
resist? The mission in Kazarus is as important as it is 
dangerous. Eleanor and Heath will need to rely on 
one another if they are going to see the mission 
through. But will they be able to overcome past pain 
for the hope of a future? 

POINT OF DANGER BK#1 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
IRENE HANNON 
Triple Threat series. Hate mail was one thing. This 
was quite another … Radio talk show host Eve Reilly 
is used to backlash from her pot-stirring on-air com-
mentary and interviews. But now it seems a disgrun-
tled listener is resorting to more than angry words to 
express their displeasure. When a suspicious pack-
age arrives on her doorstep, Eve turns to law enforce-
ment for help. Police detective Brent Lange can't find 
any evidence to link the string of unsettling incidents 
that follows, but he's convinced they're connected. As 
the harassment grows more menacing, it becomes 
clear someone wants Eve's voice silenced--
permanently. But unless he can track down her elu-
sive foe, the gutsy woman who is willing to take risks 
for what she believes--and who is swiftly winning his 
heart--may not survive. 

STALKED IN THE NIGHT $12.95  
CARLA CASSIDY  
Can a man from her past help her confront a new 
threat? The target of a brutal criminal, Eva Martin is 
determined to defend her son and her ranch. Jake 
Albright is a complication she doesn't need--
especially since he doesn't know about their child. 
Even though he's been gone for ten years, Jake real-
izes the moment he sees Eva that he never stopped 
wanting her. As danger escalates and a shared de-
sire grows, can Eva hold on to the family she's just 
regained? 

SCENE OF THE CRIME  
SHARON DUNN  
Someone's out to end her life. Can the K-9 unit shield 
her from harm? Evidence from forensic specialist 
Darcy Fields could convict a killer-- if she survives to  
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testify. A killer seems determined to discredit her, 
frighten her...and silence her, permanently. Hounded 
by the press and stalked by a murderer, Darcy must 
depend on Officer Jackson Davison and his K-9 part-
ner, Smokey, as danger inches nearer and the trial 
date closes in. 

SECURING KALEE BK#6 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SUSAN STOKER 
SEAL of Protection: Legacy series. Bk#1 Securing 
Caite. After her capture by rebels in the mountains of 
Timor-Leste, Kalee Solberg doesn't think she'll live to 
see her father, friends, or hometown again. What 
started as an adventure with the Peace Corps until 
she figured out what to do with her life has turned 
into a waking nightmare, every day a struggle to 
survive. Beaten into submission, Kalee guesses 
she's been presumed dead by now. And she has 
been...by everyone but one man. A childhood filled 
with abuse and neglect has turned Forest "Phantom" 
Dalton into the kind of man who finishes what he 
starts. The failed mission to rescue Kalee Solberg is 
no exception. After discovering she's still alive, that 
he and his SEAL team left her to a fate worse than 
death, Phantom will stop at nothing to bring her 
home, with or without permission...and no matter the 
cost to his career. Neither Phantom nor Kalee could 
ever guess another, equally grave threat awaits 
them back home. 

THE SHAPE OF NIGHT $16.95 P/BACK RELEASE  
TESS GERRITSEN  
After an unspeakable tragedy in Boston, Ava Col-
lette flees to a remote village in Maine, where she 
rents an old house named Brodie's Watch. In that 
isolated seaside mansion, Ava finally feels at peace . 
. . until she glimpses the long-dead sea captain who 
still resides there. Rumor has it that Captain Jeremi-
ah Brodie has haunted the house for more than a 
century. One night, Ava confronts the apparition, 
who feels all too real, and who welcomes her into his 
world--and into his arms. Even as Ava questions her 
own sanity, she eagerly looks forward to the cap-
tain's ghostly visits. But she soon learns that the 
house she loves comes with a terrible secret, a se-
cret that those in the village don't want to reveal: 
Every woman who has ever lived in Brodie's Watch 
has also died there. Is the ghost of Captain Brodie 
responsible, or is a flesh-and-blood killer at work? A 
killer who is even now circling closer to Ava? 

THE SILENT DOLLS BK#1 $21.95 TRADE P/BACK  
RITA HERRON  
Detective Ellie Reeves series. Silent tears trickle 
down her cheeks as she curls inside the tiny cave-
like space. She lies on her side, darkness all around 
her, rubbing her fingers over the little wooden doll 
he'd carved. He told her to be quiet, not to cry or 
scream. Not to be a baby. Her throat was raw, her 
eyes swollen shut. She wanted her mommy and 
daddy. She wanted to go home. When Penny Mat-

thews, a seven-year-old girl with blonde curls and a 
gap-toothed smile, goes missing in the Appalachian 
mountains, Detective Ellie Reeves is called straight 
to the scene. According to Penny's parents, their 
daughter vanished after a picnic by the creek. All 
that's left behind is a pink friendship bracelet etched 
with "Penny". Racing against the rapidly setting sun 
and a brutal winter storm on the horizon, she search-
es desperately for Penny. Special Agent Derrick Fox 
is determined to join the hunt. His younger sister, 
Kim, disappeared in the same area twenty-five years 
ago--on the day he was meant to be watching her. 
He's certain the cases are linked and that over a 
dozen girls have vanished in the last decade. Ellie 
refuses to believe that their tight-knit mountain com-
munity could be home to a deadly criminal, but even 
she can't deny the similarities in the cases. And 
when they discover the remains of a small body bur-
ied with a carved wooden doll, it's clear they're up 
against a deadly serial killer preying on innocent little 
girls. As the temperature plunges, Penny's life hangs 
in the balance. Can Ellie and Derrick defy the odds 
and find out the truth about all the stolen girls? Or 
will the mountain, and its twisted killer, claim another 
victim? 

TRIPLE THREAT $15.95  
CAMRYN KING  
A tenacious reporter. A billionaire philanthropist. And 
all-access secrets that won't leave anyone safe … 
Mallory Knight knows all too well how perfect lives 
can be illusions. Her best friend, Leigh, seemed to 
have it all. But then she's found dead. Suicide, or so 
they say. Mallory isn't convinced and decides to put 
her investigative journalism skills to use in a whole 
new way. To the rest of the world, superstar athlete 
Christian Graham seems perfect--he is kind, honora-
ble, and easy on the eyes. But after discovering his 
name in Leigh's journal, Mallory wonders if there are 
secrets behind his megawatt smile. If every gener-
ous public gesture is a lie. Challenging the popular 
superstar puts Mallory's career and reputation on the 
line. But she won't back down in her pursuit of the 
truth--even if the cost is her job . . . or her life. 

COMING IN NOVEMBER: 
The Butcher’s Daughter—Wendy Corsi Staub 

The Escape—Lisa Harris 

Hard Line—Pamela Clare 

The Scent of Murder—Kylie Logan 

Shielding Aspen—Susan Stoker 

The Silence—Kendra Elliot 

Silver Creek Fire—Lindsay McKenna 

You Betrayed Me—Lisa Jackson (h/cover) 

Midnight Kiss—Lisa Marie Rice 
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THE BEGINNING OF EVERYTHING BK#1 $39.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
KRISTEN ASHLEY  
Rising series. Once upon a time, in a parallel uni-
verse, there existed the continent of Triton. The land 
was filled with beauty, but it was also splintered by 
war. Out of the chaos grew a conspiracy to reawaken 
the Beast, a fearsome creature who wrought only 
tragedy and devastation. The only way to stop him 
was to fulfill an ancient prophecy: Triton's four strong-
est warriors must wed its four most powerful witches, 
binding all nations together and finally bringing peace 
to the land.This is the story of their unions: the quiet 
maiden Silence and the savage king Mars. The cold 
warrior Cassius and the fiery witch Elena. The stead-
fast soldier True and the banished beauty Farah. And 
the pirate king Aramus and the mysterious queen Ha-
Lah. Their unions will not be easy, but each couple 
must succeed, for the fate of their world is at stake.... 

BRASS CARRIAGES AND GLASS HEARTS BK#4 
$24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
NANCY CAMPBELL ALLEN  
Steampunk Proper Romances series. Bk#1 Beauty 
and the Clockwork Beast. A steampunk retelling of 
Cinderella … Emmeline O’Shea is determined to 
save the world—single-handedly, if necessary. A 
strong voice for societal reform, she is the natural 
choice to deliver a key speech at the end of the Inter-
national Shifter Rights Organization’s week-long 
Summit in Scotland. But when a death threat arrives 
at Emme’s home, she is immediately placed into pro-
tective custody, watched over by none other than her 
personal nemesis, Detective-Inspector Oliver Reed. 
The two have crossed paths many times, with disas-
trous results, but now they will have to work together 
in order to reach the Summit before midnight of the 
last day in order to ensure legislation is passed to 
protect the Shifter community. As unseen enemies 
close in around Emme and Oliver, they struggle to 
reach Edinburgh by any means necessary, only to 
find Emme’s vindictive stepsister, Oliver’s vampire 
brother, and a dangerous political minefield awaiting 
them in Scotland. Even more difficult is their own 
refusal to admit that the fiery animosity that once 
burned between them might be turning into the heat 
of romantic passion. Could a straitlaced policeman 
determined to uphold the law and an outspoken activ-
ist willing to break the rules ever find true love? Or 
will all their dreams shatter like glass when the clock 
strikes midnight? 

CYBORG PROTECTORS BKS#1 TO 4 $25.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
ALYSE ANDERS  
Consumed by the Cyborg Bk#1: The second Le-
na's ship enters Grus space, Rykal knows that his 
mate has arrived. But when she's threatened to be 
taken from him by the man who'd turned him into a 

cyborg, he kidnaps her. On the run, Rykal will stop at 
nothing to make Lena his while keeping her safe from 
the unseen alien threat that could destroy them all. 
Mated to the Cyborg Bk#2: When Carys is woken 
up from her cryogenic sleep, she isn’t expecting to be 
told that she’s the intended mate of the man standing 
in front of her. But there’s no denying her attraction to 
the giant of a man standing before her. When Dar-
rick’s programming begins to work against him, Carys 
must do everything she can to save her mate. Saved 
by the Cyborg Bk#3: Eagan has a brilliant tactical 
mind and was instrumental in the cyborg’s defeat 
over the Sholle, but in the years since the war, he’s 
been on his own. With the arrival of a Sholle scout 
ship, he’s pulled back to active duty and changed 
with not only saving the lives of the Grus but also a 
ship full of human women. When he meets his mate, 
Beth, Eagan’s world is turned on his head. Now, he 
must not only find a way to defeat the Sholle but save 
Beth from the Grus who want to keep them apart. 
Healed by the Cyborg Bk#4: Hallam had wanted a 
mate and family before the war. But with his death 
and subsequent rebirth as a cyborg, those things 
appeared to have slipped from his grasp. When he’s 
faced with the arrival of a ship of human women, he 
must fight past his primal urges to claim his human 
mate and do what needs to be done to save the lives 
of the women trapped in stasis and prevent the Shol-
le from discovering their ship. Ina is a brilliant engi-
neer who is losing her sight. When the process of 
having her vision repaired backfires, she must put her 
trust in a man who claims her as his own while at-
tempting to use her skills to save her friends. 

DREAMING DEATH BK#32 $16.95  
HEATHER GRAHAM 
Krewe of Hunters series. Bk#1 Phantom Evil. 
SWEET DREAMS AREN'T MADE OF THIS … Ever 
since she was a child, Stacey Hanson has had 
strange dreams--and sometimes they come true. Her 
skills and experience led her straight to the FBI's 
Krewe of Hunters. Now a serial killer is stalking 
Washington, DC, and people are scared. And it will 
be Stacey's first case. Special Agent Keenan Wallace 
isn't exactly thrilled to be teamed up with a rookie, but 
they're going to have to get past their mutual friction if 
they want to stop a brutal killer. The victims are all 
vulnerable women, though the clues lead to suspects 
from DC's powerful elite. Stacey can't escape her 
nightly visions, but in trying to prevent them from oc-
curring in real life, she might come face-to-face with a 
nightmare. 

GUARDIAN’S GRACE BK#12 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK 
REBECCA ZANETTI (RELEASED 13TH OCT)  
Dark Protectors series. Bk#1 Fated. Duty--or de-
sire? Vampire soldier Adare O'Cearbhaill's default 
setting is cranky. Or irritated. Or down-right hostile. 
Still, as a Highlander of honor and duty, he stepped 
up to save an enhanced and special human female 
by mating her--with merely a bite and a brand. The 
last person he wants in his life is a fragile human, yet  
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he can't get her out of his mind as she regains her 
strength before taking off for parts unknown. And 
when he discovers she is in danger, nothing can stop 
him from hunting her down--whether she likes it or 
not. There's only one way to find out . . . Photogra-
pher Grace Cooper has had it with vampires, demons, 
and the rest of an immortal world she was happier not 
knowing about. She also doesn't believe she's des-
tined for some great battle because of an old birth-
mark. Forget the fact that her mate is the sexiest thing 
on two stubborn feet, or that her brand is fading along 
with her health. She'll handle things on her own--until 
an old enemy reappears and she learns the only way 
to stay alive is to actually mate, wild sex and all, with 
that ripped and dangerous Adare--a powerful, capti-
vating Highlander who demands nothing less than 
everything . . . 

HEARTS AND STONES $22.95 TRADE P/BACK  
ROBIN D OWENS  
Celta Heartmates series. BEFORE CELTA ... Pas-
sage Through Stone: In the UStates Colorado Area, 
Levona Martinez is determined to find a berth on the 
starship, Lugh's Spear, and escape the psi mutant 
ghetto for a new life on a new planet. But she's 
missed her chance and the ship is full. The leaders 
might not consider her worth taking, but what about 
Pizi, her prodigy cat? CELTA, A PLACE OF MAGIC, 
TELEPATHIC ANIMAL COMPANIONS, AND AD-
VENTURE! Five stories highlighting some fan favorite 
characters: Homing Stone: As his magic emerges 
through fever fugues, nobleman Holm Holly fights 
death duels in the Downwind slums ... and catches 
the attention of blacksmith Rand Ash, who needs a 
noble to help him with his revenge on an equally no-
ble family ...Fractured Stone: Struggling with his 
disinheritance and the loss of his identity, Holm Apple 
strives to make a new life in a new city with his Heart-
Mate and their Fams. Hidden Stone: Garrett Prim-
ross didn't expect to be hired by a Cat, let alone two 
of them, and their idea of payment doesn't match his. 
When a Great Lord appeals for Garrett's help, he's 
reluctant to take the case, but finds that solving the 
mystery unexpectedly leads him to inner answers. 
HeartStones: Losing his sight and psychic power, 
treasure hunter Zane Aster wants to make one more 
score. He discovers a House on the cusp of sen-
tience, but missteps might trigger their deaths. Stone 
in Zanth's Paw: It's time for the best FamCat on the 
world of Celta to return the irritating sea turtles to their 
mother in the ocean. Perhaps time to learn a big les-
son, too. 

IMMORTAL ANGEL BK#31 $14.95  
LYNSAY SANDS  
Argeneau series. Bk#1 A Quick Bite. For almost two 
centuries, Ildaria Garcia has been on the run, a trou-
ble magnet with a knack for taking down bad guys. 
Lately, her vigilante tendencies have drawn unwel-
come attention to her fellow Immortals. Forced to relo-

cate, Ildaria is supposed to lay low in a new town. 
Instead, she quickly entangles herself with six and a 
half feet of muscular, tattooed trouble. Joshua James 
Simpson Guiscard, aka G.G., knows a lot about Im-
mortals--enough to make him wary. Yet from the mo-
ment Ildaria walks into his club, he feels desire 
stronger than anything he's known. Accepting the fact 
that they might be life mates is disconcerting. But 
when her past catches up to them, G.G. faces a 
choice--confront his demons at last, or lose a passion 
that's hot as hell. 

JOY TO THE WOLVES BK#1 $14.95  
TERRY SPEAR  
Red Wolf series. Meet the shifters of the Red Wolf 
pack … Close quarters make for a cozy Christmas… 
As Christmas approaches, red wolf shifter Brooke 
Cerise unexpectedly inherits an antique shop in Port-
land, Oregon. But when a missing reindeer calf turns 
up on her property, she becomes embroiled in a kid-
napping case and the primary suspect of far-too-
intriguing shifter Detective Josh Wilding. Josh doesn't 
intend to fall for the mysterious new woman in town, 
but Brooke gets under his skin from the moment they 
meet, and he can't help his instinct to protect her. 
These red wolves are both on the hunt for love, but 
there's a mystery to solve before they can enjoy their 
holiday happy-ever-after. 

LETHAL GAME BK#16 $14.95  
CHRISTINE FEEHAN  
Ghostwalkers series. Bk#1 Shadow Game. When 
Malichai Fortunes attacks a problem, he does it full 
force--a habit that earns the GhostWalker a painful 
injury and a forced vacation in San Diego, California. 
With nothing but physical therapy on the horizon, Ma-
lichai is starting to get restless...until a striking blue-
eyed blonde makes all his senses come alive. Ama-
ryllis is kind and warm and sees beyond Malichai's 
rough exterior, but he can tell there's something she's 
hiding. Her innate healing abilities indicate she might 
be a GhostWalker--albeit an untrained one. Malichai 
doesn't think their paths crossing is anything more 
than coincidence, but he can sense that one wrong 
word could send Amaryllis running. When strange 
events at his temporary retreat put Malichai on high 
alert, he knows he won't be able to deal with the 
threat and keep his woman safe in his weakened 
state. But calling in his brothers means telling Amaryl-
lis what he really is, and revealing that he knows the 
truth about her too.... 

THE RISE OF MAGICKS BK#3 $26.95 
TRADE P/BACK RELEASE 
NORA ROBERTS  
Chronicles of the One series. Bk#1 Year One. After 
the sickness known as the Doom destroyed civiliza-
tion, magick has become commonplace, and Fallon 
Swift has spent her young years learning its ways. 
Fallon cannot live in peace until she frees those who 
have been preyed upon by the government or the 
fanatical Purity Warriors, endlessly hunted or locked 
up in laboratories, brutalized for years on end. She is 
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determined to save even those who have been com-
plicit with this evil out of fear or weakness--if, indeed, 
they can be saved. Strengthened by the bond she 
shares with her fellow warrior, Duncan, Fallon has 
already succeeded in rescuing countless shifters and 
elves and ordinary humans. Now she must help them 
heal--and rediscover the light and faith within them 
selves. For although from the time of her birth, she 
has been The One, she is still only one. And as she 
faces down an old nemesis, sets her sights on the 
enemy's stronghold, and pursues her destiny--to fi-
nally restore the mystical shield that once protected 
them all--she will need an army behind her... 

SHARDS OF FROST BK#5 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SUZANNE WRIGHT  
Mercury Pack series. Bk#1 Spiral of Need. When 
had life stopped being so simple? Probably around 
the time that Casey Frost first agreed to pay off her 
drug addict brother's debt to save him from a brutal 
beating. It soon became a "thing." When the dealer-
who's also an Alpha shifter-demands she do some-
thing that goes against her very being, Casey de-
cides enough is enough. It's while she's confronting 
the Alpha that he appears-Eli Axton, a ruthless wolf 
shifter with a dark reputation. When their eyes lock 
and the mating urge violently kicks in, she knows her 
world is about to change. The last unmated male in 
his pack, Eli feels weary and alone. Seeing his 
friends so happy makes the Head Enforcer acutely 
feel the absence of his true mate. He wouldn't have 
expected to find her in the parking lot of a shifter fight 
club, or for her to be such an unusual breed of shift-
er. Certain that the female enforcer belongs to him, 
he doesn't hesitate to claim her. Not everyone is hap-
py to see Casey mated, though. Soon danger is com-
ing at them from different angles, threatening the life 
they're trying to build. Their enemy needs to be eradi-
cated fast. But how did you destroy an enemy when 
you weren't sure who they were? 

THE SINNER BK#18 $15.95 P/BACK RELEASE  
JR WARD 
Black Dagger Brotherhood series. Bk#1 Dark Lov-
er. A sinner's only hope is true love … Syn has kept 
his side hustle as a mercenary a secret from the 
Black Dagger Brotherhood. When he takes another 
hit job, he not only crosses the path of the vampire 
race's new enemy, but also that of a half-breed in 
danger of dying during her transition. Jo Early has no 
idea what her true nature is, and when a mysterious 
man appears out of the darkness, she is torn be-
tween their erotic connection and the sense that 
something is very wrong. Fate anointed Butch O'Neal 
as the Dhestroyer, the fulfiller of the prophecy that 
foresees the end of the Omega. As the war with the 
Lessening Society comes to a head, Butch gets an 
unexpected ally in Syn. But can he trust the male--or 
is the warrior with the bad past a deadly complica-
tion? With time running out, Jo gets swept up in the 
fighting and must join with Syn and the Brotherhood 
against ultimate evil. In the end, will love true pre-
vail...or was the prophecy wrong all along? 

THE UNSEEN BK#1 $14.95 TRADE P/BACK NOVELLA 
THEA HARRISON (150 PAGES)  
Novella of the Elder Races. Saying goodbye to their 
old life in the Wyr demesne in New York may be 
hard, but Dragos and Pia are determined to create a 
new life in the Other land of Rhyacia. At first, every-
thing seems idyllic. Rhyacia is paradisiacal. Accom-
panied by old friends and new allies, the future looks 
safe and bright for Dragos, Pia, and baby Niall. But 
strange things are happening beneath the pictur-
esque façade. Items move unaccompanied, buildings 
collapse without justifiable cause, and even the most 
Powerful residents of Rhyacia can provide no logical 
explanation for the events transpiring. Whispered 
rumors point to something called the unseen. As Dra-
gos and Pia investigate, they uncover a greater mys-
tery than they could have imagined, and they realize 
the startling truth… They're not alone in Rhyacia. The 
land Dragos had thought was uninhabited hides 
many secrets, a shocking history that's not quite 
ready to be buried, and something more. Something 
ancient, evil, and hungry. Something that wants to 
consume Dragos and take everything he holds dear. 
Something that just may be powerful enough to over-
come the dragon...*Book 1 of 4 connected novellas. 
The first 3 books in this set end in cliffhangers.* 

WOLF TRACKS BK#17 $26.95 TRADE P/BACK  
BIANCA D'ARC (242 PAGES) 
Grizzly Cove series. Werewolf and former Navy 
SEAL, Jim is a highly-skilled tracker, and newly hired 
by SeaLife Enterprises to find a man who was in-
volved in sinister blood magic. The miscreant has 
fled the scene of the crime and it will take all Jim's 
skill to locate him. Helen is a healer, part of a highly 
magical family. When the clairvoyant in the clan 
sends her to Jim, armed with fireworks and a di-
rective to save Jim's life, Helen does what she has to 
do to get the job done. She's too attracted to Jim to 
let the man die. Not on her watch. Outfoxed, but not 
undone, Helen and Jim set off together to corner their 
prey near the town of Big Wolf, Texas, where a 
showdown is on the agenda. Thrown together by 
fate, Helen and Jim can no longer deny the sparks 
that flare between them, but is a relationship between 
them possible? How can they make their very differ-
ent backgrounds blend? And, can they bring down 
the evil operation just outside of town, and find a 
missing boy before it's all just too late? 

COMING IN NOVEMBER: 
Bane’s Choice—Alyssa Day 
Leopard’s Rage—Christine Feehan 
Midlife Fairy Hunter—Shannon Mayer 
Omens—Suzanne Wright 
The Emperor’s Wolves—Michelle Sagara 
Blackbird Broken—Keri Arthur 
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ARTFUL LIES BK#1 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JODI ELLEN MALPAS  
Hunt Legacy duology. When aspiring antiques deal-
er Eleanor Cole is handed the chance of a lifetime to 
work for the Hunt corporation, the renowned antiques 
dealers, she doesn't think twice. Only to discover 
she'll be working up close and personal with the noto-
rious and insanely irresistible Becker Hunt. He is a 
man famous for getting what he wants, and Becker 
wants Eleanor. But as Becker pulls her deeper into his 
world, she discovers there's more to him than meets 
the eye. And falling for Becker goes from being foolish 
to dangerous. 

THE BOYFRIEND EFFECT BK#1 $22.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
KENDALL RYAN (RELEASE 13TH OCT) 
Frisky Business series. I'm not boyfriend material. If 
a trail of broken hearts, and a piss-poor record of 
failed relationships have taught me anything, it's this. 
My buddies are happy to give me shit about my latest 
breakup from here to next Sunday. Thanks, but I'd 
rather have a root canal.. And a vasectomy. At the 
same time. But my relief comes in an unlikely pack-
age-the gorgeous and feisty Maren. She just so hap-
pens to be my friend's sister, so that's not awkward at 
all. But I'm a man on a mission, and Maren is down to 
teach me all the ways I've been failing as a boyfriend. 
Apparently, there are many. And it's all very informa-
tive-until I start to catch feelings. Now it's not just my 
reputation on the line, but my heart too. 

ENDEARED BK#5 $21.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JS SCOTT  
Accidental Billionaires series. Bk#1 Ensnared. After 
finishing a hard-won medical residency, Owen Sinclair 
now lives his dream as a family physician. The wind-
fall that brought him newfound wealth has also made 
handsome Dr. Sinclair the town’s most eligible bache-
lor. But Owen’s eyes are on Layla, his onetime best 
friend, his clinic’s dedicated nurse practitioner, and 
the one woman in Citrus Beach who has no interest in 
either his body or his billions. In high school, Owen 
and Layla were always there for each other. Layla 
could confess almost anything to him. But wanting 
more than friendship was a confession too far, and 
Layla’s teenage longing was crushed in a heartbeat. 
Two buried hurts are now in need of mending, and 
Owen has a proposition—if Layla is game. It’s a mat-
ter of trust as they discover so much more about the 
past, each other, and themselves. It’s not too late. 
Maybe they can make up for lost time. A love this true 
is worth the wait. 

FOLLOW ME DARKLY BK#1 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK 
HELEN HARDT 
Follow Me series. I've always been a control freak. 
But he makes me crave submission… Working for a 
hotel heiress and social media influencer may not be 
my dream job, but at least it allows me time to do 
what I really love--take photographs. Pretty good for a 

wholesome farm girl from Kansas trying to make it in 
Boston. Life may not be easy working for a diva, but 
at least I know what to expect. Until blue-collar billion-
aire Braden Black strides into the office. He's beyond 
handsome and sexy, but also domineering with a defi-
nite hard edge. I'm not sure why he's interested in me, 
but within a few weeks, he's showing me a world I 
never knew existed. He's opened up a side of me I 
can only face in the dark, and it's quickly becoming an 
obsession. How can I give up something this addictive
--even if his secrets could ultimately destroy me? 

GIFTING ME TO HIS BEST FRIEND BK#2 $19.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
KATEE ROBERT  
Touch of Taboo series. Bk#1 Your Dad Will Do. This 
Christmas, my husband is going with an unconven-
tional gift for his best friend. Me. It's only supposed to 
be for one night... But one night becomes two, be-
comes our entire vacation. There are 
no rules except the ones we make, 
and sharing me brings both Derek and 
Grayson closer than any of us could 
have imagined. This year, what hap-
pens in our bedroom will put all three 
of us on Santa's Naughty List. 

MY FALLEN SAINT BK#1 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK 
J. KENNER (RELEASED 13TH OCT) 
Fallen Saint series. Charismatic. Confident. Power-
ful. Controlling. A brilliant investor with a Midas touch, 
Devlin Saint turned a modest inherited fortune into 
billions, and now operates one of the world's foremost 
international philanthropic organizations. He's a man 
determined to help the underprivileged, to fight injus-
tice, and to make the world a better place. And that, at 
least is true. It's not, however, the full truth. Because 
Devlin Saint is a man with a dangerous secret. One 
he'll do whatever it takes to protect. And when investi-
gative reporter Ellie Holmes turns her attention to an 
unsolved murder, she finds herself caught in a web of 
intrigue and passion as Devlin draws her closer and 
closer. But as the intensity and sensuality of their rela-
tionship grows, so do Ellie's suspicions. Until she is 
no longer certain if the heat between her and Devlin is 
real, or only a facade he constructed to hide his dark 
and twisted secrets. 

COMING IN NOVEMBER: 
Man in Charge—Laurelin Paige 

Descent—Helen Hardt 

The Hacker—Nancy Herkness 

Wicked Truths—Jodi Ellen Malpas 

More Than Dare You—Shayla Black 

Wicked Song—Lisa Renee Jones 
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AGAINST THE EDGE BK#8 $3.95 
KAT MARTIN (SUSPENSE) 
Raines of Wind Canyon series. A child he's never 
met. A danger he's never known. That he's a father is 
news former navy SEAL Ben Slocum was not expect-
ing. But once the initial shock wears off for the con-
firmed bachelor, he takes in the rest of what social 
worker Claire Chastain tells him: that his son is miss-
ing, abducted by a man who wants revenge against 
Claire and Sam's dead mother. And that Ben is now 
the child's only hope. As Ben and Claire band togeth-
er to track the two down, their concern for Sam draws 
them closer, each fighting feelings there's no time to 
explore. Because when their search takes them too 
close to Sam's abductor and his cohorts, the danger 
hits home--the son he's desperate to save, the wom-
an he's desperate to love.... Ben's got one chance to 
take back what's his, and in one gunshot he could 
lose it all. 

ANGELS OF DARKNESS $5.95 TRADE P/BACK 
NALINI SINGH, ILONA ANDREWS, MELJEAN BROOK, 
SHARON SHINN (CONTEMPORARY)  
Angel's Wolf by Nalini Sing:  In the spellbinding 
universe of the Guild Hunters, a vampire becomes 
obsessed with the seductive angel who rules the 
Louisiana territory. But in her court, all is not what it 
appears to be. Alphas: Origins by Ilona Andrews: 
A woman is kidnapped into a world divided by a su-
perhuman civil war. As the captive of an irresistibly 
dangerous male, she has two choices: submit and 
become a pawn, or take hold of her own destiny. 
Nocturne by Sharon Shinn: Accepting a position in 
a secluded and whispered-about mansion, a woman 
soon discovers the source of its mystery: the blind, 
tormented angel who lives there, and whose secrets 
could now destroy them both. Ascension by Mel-
jean Brooks: When vampires disappear from a com-
munity he's protecting, a world-weary Guardian 
doesn't know what evil he's hunting, but he'd rather 
hunt alone than accept help from his ex-lover and 
fellow Guardian, Radha. But Radha refuses to leave 
him, because she's determined not just to help him 
save the community...but to save him.  

BEAUTIFUL DREAMER $3.95  
ELIZABETH LOWELL (CONTEMPORARY)  
Nevada's rugged, majestic beauty is a balm for the 
aches of Hope Gardener's heart. But the ranch she 
loves is dying of thirst, thanks to the worst drought 
the area has ever seen. Hope needs a miracle -- and 
one day it comes to the Valley of the Sun. A man out 
of time, Rio is an anachronism in the modern-day 
West, bringing with him a reputation for finding water 
in any desert. Hope has no choice but to trust this 
dark stranger who claims to make dreams real. And 
Rio, who has never had a dream of his own to follow, 
has found something in this extraordinary lady whose 
passion tempts him to defy his own rules. In the 
midst of adversity, two free spirits must now explore 

the most closely guarded corners of their hearts . . . 
as they search for a beautiful dream big enough to 
hold them both. 

BEAUTY AND THE DUKE BK#1 $3.95 
MELODY THOMAS (HISTORICAL) 
Mystical Bliss duology. The face he shows the 
world is not the face she sees… Once, ten years 
ago, they were young lovers, sharing sinful touches 
and desperate ecstasy. But he was bound by his 
promise to wed another. Since that fateful time, 
Christine Sommers has grown into a headstrong 
beauty, the kind of woman who thinks nothing of dar-
ing travels to the ends of the world. But for all her 
achievements, Christine has never found anyone 
who makes her heart race the way Erik Boughton 
once did. Since that fateful time, Erik Boughton, the 
Duke of Sedgwick, has become something of a 
beast, at least according to the gossips of the ton. 
They say that he's cursed, that any woman who 
shares his bed will meet an untimely end. But when 
he comes to Christine, desperate for her help to pre-
serve his family and his title, she does not fear the 
devil duke. Enthralled by his ravenous desire, she 
would give him anything he wished, even her 
body...and her heart.  (Bk#2 also available on sale) 

BLOOD, BATH & BEYOND BK#1 $3.95  
MICHELLE ROWEN (PARANORMAL)  
Immortality Bites/Sarah Dearly Mystery series. 
Sarah Dearly is adjusting to life as a fledgling vam-
pire, satisfying her cravings at vampire-friendly blood 
banks. But when her fiancé Thierry takes a job with 
the Ring—the secret council in charge of keeping 
vampires in line—Sarah’s about to get more than a 
taste of danger… Being engaged to a centuries-old 
master vampire can be challenging—especially when 
he takes a job with the Ring. Thierry’s in for fifty 
years of nonstop travel and deadly risk. It’s enough to 
make any woman reconsider the wedding…any 
woman except Sarah, that is. Traveling to Las Vegas 
for his first assignment, they encounter a child beauty 
pageant contestant from hell, as well as a vampire 
serial killer leaving victims drained of blood, potential-
ly exposing the existence of vampires to the whole 
world. But when Thierry’s truly ancient history comes 
back to haunt him, and he’s accused of a crime he 
didn't commit, it’s up to Sarah to clear his name be-
fore their immortal lives come to an end. 

BLOOD AND FIRE BK#8 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
SHANNON MCKENNA (SUSPENSE) 
McCloud Brothers series. Bruno Ranieri has al-
ways lived at a chaotic pace, and that goes double 
lately. Since his uncle's untimely demise, Bruno is 
working himself to the bone, trying to keep his nose 
clean and save the family business. Not easy when 
the nightmares that plagued his childhood are hi-
jacking what little rest he gets. So when exotically 
beautiful Lily Parr sashays into his all-night restau-
rant, claiming to be on the run from mysterious as-
sassins, Bruno starts to wonder if sleep deprivation is 
finally getting to him. Especially when Lily implies that  
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Bruno is involved. But the violence that accompanies 
her arrival is no illusion. Nor is the blisteringly hot, 
completely inconvenient desire that explodes between 
them. Lily Parr has been a fugitive ever since her fa-
ther's death a month ago in a mental hospital. Offi-
cials claimed it was suicide, but Lily's gut - and the 
savage murder attempt she barely escaped after-
wards - say different. Snippets of information led Lily 
to Bruno's door...and his magnetic charisma com-
pelled her right into his bed. But there are cold-
blooded killers on her heels, with resources as limit-
less as their cruelty. Running won’t help, not when the 
biggest threat is the terrifying secret lurking in Bruno 
and Lily’s pasts. A secret their mysterious enemy will 
gladly destroy them to protect—unless they can un-
cover it first…  

CAPTIVE DREAMS $3.95 2IN1  
ANGELA KNIGHT, DIANE WHITESIDE (ROMANTICA) 
Torhtremer Saga Celeste and Corinne Carson are 
more than sisters-they're bestselling writers, each with 
a fantasy-fulfilling alpha-male hero. For Celeste, it's 
Jarred, a conqueror from the future. For Corinne, it's 
the barbarian Mykhayl from a world long ago. Devil-
ishly sensual warriors, Jarred and Mykhayl have 
something in common themselves-they're both more 
real than their creators could have imagined. Fearing 
that the sisters are about to write them off, Jarred and 
Mykhayl decide to exact sweet revenge. The plan? 
Kidnap Celeste and Corinne, spirit them away to the 
very worlds of which they wrote, and persuade them 
to surrender to the sublime punishments of their own 
uninhibited imaginations.  

CASUALLY CURSED BK#5 $3.95  
KIMBERLY FROST (PARANORMAL)  
Southern Witch series. Tammy Jo rarely sets a toe 
outside Texas, but when she learns her mother is in 
trouble, Tammy is determined to save her--even if it 
means going to hell and back… Fresh off her engage-
ment to wizard Bryn Lyons, Tammy Jo is surprised to 
make another new family connection when she meets 
the twin sister she never knew she had. After being 
spirited away to the fae kingdom of Never as an in-
fant, Kismet has finally escaped, and arrived in Du-
vall, Texas, with some terrible news: their mother, 
Marlee, is a prisoner of the Seelie fae. Crossing the 
ocean to battle the fae isn't Tammy Jo's idea of a ro-
mantic getaway, but Bryn refuses to let her go alone--
as do her aunt Edie and her ex-husband Zach. Unfor-
tunately, their plot to free Marlee is foiled when they 
are caught by the fae queen. And the only chance the 
queen gives them to save Marlee's life may be an 
impossible quest… 

CODE NAME: NANNY BK#5 $3.95  
CHRISTINA SKYE (CONTEMPORARY)  
SEAL/Code Name series. Forget about counterter-
rorism, organized crime, and money laundering. Fe-
male FBI agent Summer Mulcahey is about to enter 
the terrifying world of ballet classes, science tutorials, 

and carpooling. After working six months straight on a 
hideous kidnapping case, all Summer Mulcahey 
wants is a serious dose of sun, surf, and sangria. In-
stead she gets her craziest assignment yet---going 
undercover as a nanny for the family of San Francis-
co's female DA, who's poised for a splashy, high-
society wedding to the country's most popular sena-
tor.  

CRAZY SWEET FINE $3.95 
RACHEL GIBSON, CANDIS TERRY, JENNIFER  
BERNARD (CONTEMPORARY) 
Crazy On You by Rachel Gibson: Newly single Lily 
Darlington is starting over after a messy divorce, and 
the gorgeous police officer next door is hoping for a 
chance to protect, serve . . . and love. Home Sweet 
Home by Candis Terry: Lt. Aiden Marshall has re-
turned to Sweet, Texas, where the woman he's al-
ways loved is waiting to make it a homecoming to 
remember . . . One Fine Fireman by Jennifer Ber-
nard: Fireman Kirk is nicknamed Thor for his Viking 
good looks--but whenever he's around Maribel he 
turns to mush. Can a feisty puppy and an even feistier 
little boy help them find the true love they both so 
richly deserve? 

THE DEMON’S DAUGHTER BK#1 $3.95  
EMMA HOLLY (PARANORMAL)  
Tale of the Demon’s World series. It's Inspector 
Adrian Philips's job to keep the peace between hu-
mans and demons in Avvar. Part demon, part human, 
he's hated by both sides. But when he meets 
Roxanne, a fellow outcast, he finds in her everything 
his soul needs--and his body yearns for. The question 
is, will the exquisite pleasure they find together be 
worth the dangerous wrath of their enemies? 

FAIRY TALE $3.95  
JILLIAN HUNTER (HISTORICAL)  
Duncan MacElgin, of the devil's own reputation and 
sinful past, has been forced to return home to his 
crumbling Scottish castle -- only to be ambushed by a 
woman! Worse, the tartan-clad female is impertinent, 
unrepentant, and beautiful. Convinced Duncan is the 
enemy, Marsali Hay orders her bedraggled clansmen 
to attack the powerful chieftain. She never dreams he 
is the infamous "Black Duncan," returning to bring his 
embarrassing clan of rebels under control. Deter-
mined to assert his authority, Duncan vows that Mar-
sali will pay dearly for her mistake. But when she con-
fronts menacing danger, Duncan realizes that in order 
to regain control of his castle, he might have to fight 
the battle of his life...and surrender his hardened war-
rior's heart.  

FATAL FLAW BK#4 $3.95 
MARIE FORCE (SUSPENSE) 
Fatal series. The honeymoon's over, and now some-
one wants them dead...Back from their honeymoon, 
Senator Nick Cappuano and DC police lieutenant 
Sam Holland are ready for some normalcy after the 
whirlwind of their wedding, but someone has other 
plans for them. When Sam discovers wedding cards 
containing thinly veiled death threats, she's not sure if 
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she or Nick is the target. Already on edge, Sam and 
her team start investigating a series of baffling mur-
ders. The victims are well liked with no known ene-
mies, and the murders are carried out in a clean and 
efficient manner. Unable to find a clear motive for the 
deaths, she feels as if she's chasing her tail. With no 
obvious connection between the victims, Sam soon 
suspects that she may be the ultimate prize in the 
killer's clever game. When the danger starts to hit a 
little too close to home, she has two goals: find the 
elusive murderer and manage to live long enough to 
enjoy her happily-ever-after. 

FEELING HOT BK#3 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
ELLE KENNEDY (ROMANTICA) 
Out of Uniform series. It s been a rough month for 
Navy SEAL Cash McCoy. Fresh off six months of 
celibacy during his deployment, he almost got into a 
hot blonde's panties before they were interrupted. 
Since then, he still hasn t gotten laid. The reason? 
He lost her number. And no other woman has re-
placed her face in his fantasies. Then his CO asks 
him to keep an eye on his sister for a few weeks. Just 
until her psycho stalker ex is transferred. Cash's new 
houseguest is none other than the same gorgeous, 
quirky blonde. And just his luck his orders include an 
emphatic "hands off." Jen Scott is having none of it. 
Now that she has a second chance, she s not letting 
Cash slip away. Orders be damned, he's the one 
man capable of helping her explore her sexuality. 
She's even willing to break her own rule, never date 
military men, to get the gorgeous SEAL into her bed. 
Except Cash makes it clear he wants more than she 
bargained for. Much more ….  

FOOL ME TWICE BK#2 $3.95 
MEREDITH DURAN (HISTORICAL) 
Rules for the Reckless series. Running for her life, 
exhausted and out of options, Olivia Holladay wants 
nothing more than the chance to make a home for 
herself. So when she realizes that the infamous Duke 
of Marwick might hold the key to her freedom, she 
boldly disguises herself as the newest and bravest in 
a long line of the duke's notoriously temperamental 
housekeepers. Little does she know that the wickedly 
handsome Alastair de Grey has very different plans 
for her. As his new employee, Olivia is a fearless 
upstart. As a woman, the daring redhead is just what 
Alastair needs to rouse him from darkness to the 
siren call of revenge. He has suffered a betrayal so 
deep that he will use whatever means necessary to 
destroy his enemies--even his brazen and beautiful 
domestic. But his vengeful plan fails to account for 
his single weakness: an irresistible and growing pas-
sion for the enigmatic Olivia. (Bks#1,3,4 also on 
sale) 

FOUL PLAY $3.95 
JANET EVANOVICH (CONTEMPORARY) 
When Amy Klasse loses her TV job to a dancing 
chicken, handsome veterinarian Jake Elliott rescues 
her with an offer to be his receptionist. Jake just can't 
resist a damsel in distress, and Amy certainly doesn't 

mind Jake's charming sincerity. Then suddenly the 
job-stealing chicken disappears and Amy is suspect-
ed of foul play. Amy and Jake search for clues to 
prove her innocence. But will Jake be able to prove 
to Amy that love, too, is a mystery worth solving? 

HARD JUSTICE BK#2 $3.95 
LORI FOSTER (SUSPENSE) 
Body Armor series. Playing it safe has never felt so 
dangerous... Justice Wallington knows how to har-
ness his strength and intimidating size--skills he put 
to good use first in the MMA cage, and now as a bod-
yguard at the Body Armor agency. But no opponent 
has ever left him feeling as off balance as his new 
client, heiress Fallon Wade. Far from a spoiled prin-
cess, she's sweet and intriguingly innocent. It's a risk-
free assignment, until he's required to fake a relation-
ship with her in order to blend in. Sheltered from the 
world after a family tragedy, Fallon longs to experi-
ence life--going to bars, dancing, talking to strangers. 
Not easy with a huge, lethal-looking bodyguard shad-
owing her every move. Justice seems like her polar 
opposite, but pretending to be a couple stirs undenia-
ble heat. And when danger strikes again, it's not just 
her safety in jeopardy, but a passion that's real, raw 
and absolutely against the rules… 

HEARTSTRINGS AND DIAMOND RINGS BK#4 $3.95 
JANE GRAVES (CONTEMPORARY)  
Plano, Texas series. In a world full of frogs, Alison 
Carter is determined to find her prince. Maybe her 
dating past is more Titanic than Love Boat, but she's 
seen enough happy marriages to know that true love 
is possible. No matter what, she won't give up on 
happily-ever-after. If she can't find Mr. Right, she'll 
simply hire someone who can. When Brandon Scott 
inherits a successful matchmaking business, he 
thinks his prayers have been answered. Set up a few 
lonely ladies, collect the fee, how hard can it be? No 
one needs to know he's not really a professional 
matchmaker-especially not his first client, the beauti-
ful, spirited Alison. Soon he's falling for her-and her 
dreams of kids and carpools. But Alison is getting 
close to figuring out his secret, and if she learns he's 
deceived her too, she'll walk right out the door, taking 
Brandon's heart with her. 

HIGH ANXIETY BK#3 $3.95  
CHARLOTTE HUGHES (CONTEMPORARY)  
Kate Holly series. Psychologist Kate Holly feels like 
she's ready for a strait jacket. Her most recent pa-
tients include members of an anger management 
group who are directing their rage at her, and a man 
obsessed with overdosing on cologne after an unfor-
tunate "sewage incident." How is she supposed to 
bring people like these down to earth when her own 
head remains stuck in the clouds over her firefighter 
ex-husband? And when Kate's secretary is forced to 
take a personal leave of absence, she has no choice 
but to hire a temp. Abigail Davis is a competent work-
er with a friendly personality and - after altering her 
hairstyle and fashion sense to identically match  
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Kate's - more issues than a lifetime subscription to 
Psychology Today .... 

HIGHLAND HUNGER $3.95 (HISTORICAL)  
HANNAH HOWELL, MICHELE SINCLAIR, JACKIE IVIE 
Hidden in the shadowy caves and caverns of the 
Scottish Highlands, secret vampire clans wage dark 
battles both deadly and passionate. . .Dark Embrace 
by Hannah Howell: While searching for his clan's 
demon Lost Ones, Raibeart MacNachton encounters 
an ethereal beauty running for her life. The decision to 
play hero is easy; fighting the urge to ravish the en-
chanting Una Dunn is more difficult--especially when 
Raibeart learns they share a powerful connection. 
The Guardian by Michele Sinclair: The immortal 
Dorian vows never to fall in love with a mere human--
until he meets the beguiling, arousing, Moirae Dein-
court. She stirs a longing in Dorian that he dares not 
quench. But when Moirae's life is put in danger, her 
true nature is revealed--and the lust that rages be-
tween them can no longer be controlled. . .A Knight 
Beyond Black by Jackie Ivie: Vampire Iain Duncan 
MacAvee has stepped forward to claim the woman he 
betrothed years ago--only to learn that the tempting 
Lady Tira knows nothing of the engagement. Though 
Tira feigns disinterest, the Duke's animal-like charis-
ma has unleashed her most carnal desires--a hunger 
only Iain can satisfy. . . 

THE HIGHLANDER’S BRIDE BK#1 $3.95  
MICHELE SINCLAIR (HISTORICAL) 
McTiernays series. BOUND BY DUTY ... Highland 
laird Conor McTiernay had always dreamed of an 
enduring love. But the reality of women who desired 
him only for his title and lands made him swear off 
marriage forever. That is until he first set eyes on the 
Englishwoman his men found hiding in the forest. 
Beneath the dirt and grime it was clear Laurel Cordell 
was beautiful. But would she prove to be yet another 
beguiling seductress or had Conor finally found the 
one woman who could lay claim to his heart? DRAWN 
BY DESIRE ... Laurel trusted that the Scottish chief-
tain would keep her safe from the cruel laird from 
whom she had escaped. Looking deep into Conor's 
silver eyes she saw not only his calculating warrior 
ways but his quick arousal to passion. But before they 
can explore the growing desire between them, their 
newfound love is threatened by secrets from her past.  

THE LADY MOST LIKELY BK#1 $3.95 (HISTORICAL) 
JULIA QUINN, ELOISA JAMES, CONNIE BROCKWAY 
Lady Most series. A Novel in Three Parts .... Hugh 
Dunne, the Earl of Briarly, needs a wife—so his sister 
hands him a list of the very best young ladies on the 
market. And then, because he refuses to tear himself 
away from the stables where he trains Arabian race-
horses, she invites all those ladies to a house party, 
along with some other bachelors, of course. So who 
will Hugh choose? The Botticelli-esque, enchanting 
Gwendolyn? The outspoken, delightful Katherine? If 
he doesn't work fast, he'll lose those ladies to his clos-

est friends, and then where will he look for a wife? 
Perhaps, just perhaps, toward a lady who's not on a 
market at all, and would require a great deal of per-
suading... 

THE LAST WOLF BK#1 $3.95  
MARIA VALE (PARANORMAL)  
Legend of All Wolves series. Born with a crippled 
leg, Silver Nilsdottir has only one chance to escape a 
life of servitude as an unmated, submissive wolf. If 
she can save the life of Tiberius Leveraux--the half-
Pack stranger who drags his bloodied, beaten body 
onto Pack land--and prove him worthy of life as a 
wolf, both of them will become full Pack members. 
However, failure means exile, and the pair face long 
odds. Rather than humans who turn canine, these 
wolves occasionally wear the guise of humans while 
retaining their wild instincts. Etiquette forbidding 
crotch-sniffing among humans mystifies them, and 
Pack members mate according to strength and social 
status. Ti is half-Shifter, a wolf's natural enemy, 
feared and hated for their ability to control the change 
even during the full moon--unlike Silver, who rarely 
changes into "skin." When Ti does change, he makes 
for a "crappy wolf" in Silver's estimation, clumsy and 
inept. Despite their challenges, Ti and Silver bond and 
spark, but his deadly secret will threaten everything 
she holds dear. 

LEGACY OF STONE BK#3 $3.95  
VICKIE TAYLOR (PARANORMAL)  
Les Gargouillen series. His heritage … As a child, 
Levi Tremaine discovered he possessed abilities he 
could neither understand nor control. His Fear … As a 
man, he isolated himself from "normal" society, pre-
ferring instead to exist in a shadowy world of decep-
tion and violence, among people as dangerous as he. 
His deliverance .... Now Levi is being hunted by the 
forces of both good and evil who want to use him for 
the very abilities that drove him into hiding. Can he 
distinguish friend from foe in time to save his everlast-
ing soul - and the woman he loves?  

LOST AND FOUND SISTERS BK#1 $4.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
JILL SHALVIS (CONTEMPORARY) 
Wildstone series. They say life can change in an 
instant...After losing her sister in a devastating car 
accident, chef Quinn Weller is finally getting her life 
back on track. She appears to have it all: a loving 
family, a dream job in one of L.A.'s hottest eateries, 
and a gorgeous boyfriend dying to slip an engage-
ment ring on her finger. So why does she feel so 
empty, like she's looking for a missing piece she can't 
find? The answer comes when a lawyer tracks down 
Quinn and reveals a bombshell secret and a mysteri-
ous inheritance that only she can claim. This shocking 
revelation washes over Quinn like a tidal wave. Her 
whole life has been a lie. On impulse, Quinn gives up 
her job, home, and boyfriend. She heads up the coast 
to the small hometown of Wildstone, California, which 
is just a few hours north, but feels worlds apart from 
Los Angeles. Though she doesn't quite fit in right 
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away, she can't help but be drawn to the town's sim-
ple pleasures...and the handsome, dark-haired 
stranger who offers friendship with no questions 
asked. As Quinn settles into Wildstone, she discov-
ers there's another surprise in store for her. The in-
heritance isn't a house or money, but rather some-
thing earthshattering, something that will make her 
question everything she thought she knew about 
herself, about her family. Now with a world of possi-
bilities opening up to Quinn, she must decide if this 
new life is the one she was always meant to have--
and the one that could  

THE MASTER BK#2 $3.95  
KRESLEY COLE (ROMANTICA)  
Game Maker series. Everyone fears the Master... 
Rich, irresistible politician/Mafiya boss Maksimilian 
Sevastyan prefers tall, obedient blondes to fulfill 
his...complicated desires. That is, until the icy Rus-
sian encounters a disobedient brunette whose ex-
quisite little body threatens his legendary restraint. 
Except her. Catarina Marín was a well-off young wife 
until her world fell apart. Now she's hiding out, forced 
to start working as an escort in Miami. Her very first 
client is beyond gorgeous, but when he tells her 
what he plans to do to her, Cat almost walks out of 
the door. If pleasure is a game, play to win. After 
their mind-blowing encounter burns out of control, 
the lovers crave more. If they escape the deadly 
threats surrounding them, can Maksim overcome his 
past--to offer Cat his future? Only then will she tempt 
him with what he really wants: her, all tied up with a 
bow. 

MASTER OF DRAGONS BK#8 $3.95  
ANGELA KNIGHT (PARANORMAL) 
Mageverse series. In her youth, fairy princess Nine-
va Morrow engaged in magic, and evil forces ren-
dered her an orphan, isolated and incapable of trust-
ing in anyone's survival. But after years of hiding on 
Earth, she attracts attention with her powers once 
more, from more knights than she can handle. Now, 
at the center of a rebellious Mageverse noble's plot 
and helplessly dominated by a powerful, body-
possessing spirit, Nineva's only hope is the smolder-
ing dragon knight Kel. This renegade of Arthur's 
court has enough desire to burn down every door to 
her heart, if the surrounding forces of King Llyr 
would subside long enough to let him. The survival 
of the Mageverse hangs in a passionate balance of 
entitlement and pleasure, with destruction threaten-
ing to bring an entire magical universe to its knees...  

MY SCANDALOUS BRIDE $3.95  
CHRISTINA DODD, STEPHANIE LAURENS, CELESTE 
BRADLEY, LESLIE LAFOY (HISTORICAL) 
The Lady and the Tiger—Christina Dodd: Laura 
Haver will stop at nothing to find out who killed her 
brother-even if it means posing as the wife of notori-
ous rogue Keefe Leighton, the Earl of Hamilton. But 
things go too far when Keefe engages Laura in an 
artful game of seduction-a game that can have only 
one winner… Melting Ice—Stephanie Laurens: 

Once, Dyan St. Laurent Dare, Duke of Darke, 
dreamed of making Lady Fiona his bride. Now 
they're together again-at a scandalous dinner party 
where debauchery is the menu's main course. But 
will wedding bells ring after the guests get their just 
desserts? Wedding Knight—Celeste Bradley: Al-
fred Knight will do anything to avoid a scandal-even 
marry a woman he barely knows. But his bride has a 
most titillating secret...one she'll share as soon as 
she conquers her temptation for the man she was 
never supposed to marry! The Proposition—Leslie 
LaFoy: Rennick St. James, the Earl of Parnell, has 
four days to seduce London's most popular widow 
into becoming his wife-or else she'll marry another 
man. It won't be easy...but Rennick has been lusting 
after the beguiling Julia Hamilton far too long to let 
her go now... 

NAUGHTY OR NICE? $3.95 
SHERRILYN KENYON, CARLY PHILLIPS, PATRICIA 
RYAN, KATHRYN SMITH (CONTEMPORARY)  
Sometimes being naughty is far more satisfying than 
being nice--and the best lovers know that desire is a 
gift to enjoy together. Naughty or Nice? Sherrilyn 
Kenyon heats up an office where two coworkers 
decide to spend the holidays together--only to find 
themselves surrendering completely to forbidden 
passion . . . Love Bytes: Carly Phillips explores a 
"mistletoe moment" when a no-nonsense lawyer 
intent on seducing her boss meets his twin instead--
and gives him a scintillating kiss that leaves him 
begging for more . . . Naughty Under the Mistletoe: 
Patricia Ryan surprises a cynical P.I., who meets the 
kind of woman he never wanted--until she takes him 
on a journey of rapturous pleasure . . . Santa, Baby: 
Kathryn Smith teases a pair of Regency lovers who 
once shared a night of white-hot passion with the 
temptation to forgo propriety for something scandal-
ous and irresistible . . .  

NIGHTWATCHER BK#1 $3.95  
WENDY CORSI STAUB (SUSPENSE)  
Nightwatcher trilogy. As the city sleeps in the early 
hours of September 10, 2001, the killer waits and 
watches, unaware of the cataclysm to come. Even 
the nightmare of 9/11 will not postpone his private 
reign of terror. Allison Taylor adores her adopted 
city, New York, loving every minute of the invigorat-
ing urban hustle. But on a bright and clear Septem-
ber morning, the familiar landscape around her is 
savagely altered--and in the midst of widespread 
chaos and fear, a woman living upstairs from her is 
found, brutally slaughtered and mutilated. For Alli-
son . . . for her neighbor, James Mack MacKenna, 
desperately searching for news of his missing wife . . 
. for homicide detective Rocky Manzillo, hunting for a 
monster called The Nightwatcher amid the smoking 
ruins of a devastated city, this tragic day will hold a 
special horror. Because a different kind of terror has 
entered their lives . . . and it's coming to claim Allison 
Taylor as its next victim. (Bks#2 & 3 Sleepwalker & 
Shadowkiller also available on sale) 
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ON THE STEAMY SIDE BK#2 $3.95 
LOUISA EDWARDS (CONTEMPORARY) 
Recipe for Love series. She’s Never Met A Man So 
Mouth-Watering …. When Lilah Jane Tunkle fled her 
dull life in Virginia for the bright lights of New York 
City, she didn’t expect to wind up a nanny to a gor-
geous celebrity chef’s ten-year-old son. Working for 
the delectable Devon Sparks is a sure-fire recipe for 
disaster, especially after Lilah gets a tantalizing taste 
of his perfectly seasoned kisses . . . And He Can’t 
Resist Her Down-Home Spice … Devon’s not sure 
he can handle one more surprise ingredient in his 
life—he left his popular TV show, his culinary reputa-
tion is on the line, and now the son he barely knows 
is back for seconds. Lilah’s Southern sass is sup-
posed to keep the boy in line, but soon enough she’s 
teaching Devon a thing or two about homespun 
food . . . and turning up the heat. (Bks#3, 5 & 6 also 
available on sale) 

A PERFECT OBSESSION BK#2 $3.95  
HEATHER GRAHAM (SUSPENSE) 
New Your Confidential series. A killer infatuated 
with female beauty is targeting women who embody 
perfection … The corpse of a gorgeous model is 
found dramatically displayed in the crypt under a 
deconsecrated church-turned-nightclub--right around 
the corner from Finnegan's pub. With the investiga-
tion spilling into the family pub, part owner and foren-
sic psychologist Kieran Finnegan is consulting on the 
case, and her boyfriend, Special Agent Craig Frasier, 
leads the FBI team. As more bodies are discovered, 
it becomes clear that a clever, careful psychopath is 
using New York as his hunting ground. They're right 
in the action, but Craig fears they're too close, and 
his beautiful Kieran is in danger, since she could be 
the perfect victim... 

PLAYING DIRTY BK#3 $3.95  
SUSAN ANDERSEN (CONTEMPORARY)  
Sisterhood Diaries series. When old enemies are 
thrown together, all bets are off… Way back in high 
school, golden boy Cade Gallari publicly revealed 
he'd slept with "fat girl" Ava Spencer to win a bet. 
Now a decade older and a head turner with her own 
concierge business, Ava isn't the gullible dreamer 
she once was-- and she plans to prove it when Cade, 
hotter than ever, breezes back into town with an offer 
she can't refuse. A documentary film producer, Cade 
is shooting a movie about the mysterious mansion 
Ava inherited. And he wants her as his personal con-
cierge. She's certainly professional enough to be at 
his beck and call without giving him everything he 
wants. Like another shot at having her in his bed. But 
Ava doesn't count on Cade's determination. Because 
he's never gotten over her-- and he's not above play-
ing dirty to score a second chance at a red-hot fu-
ture… (why not complete this four book series—
the other 3 books are also available on sale) 

 

PLAYING WITH FIRE BK#3 $3.95  
CYNTHIA EDEN (PARANORMAL) 
Phoenix Flame series. An Old Flame ... Cassie 
Armstrong has plenty to atone for. The daughter of 
the most immoral researcher ever to pick up a scal-
pel, she's determined to use her own brilliance in 
genetics to repair the damage her family has done to 
the paranormals. Especially Dante, the first of the 
phoenixes, the one they call the Immortal. He's been 
haunting her dreams since she was a little girl, and 
she's been trying to ease his pain for almost as long. 
If only he remembered any of it. . . Dante doesn't 
know what Cassie's story is. He almost doesn't care. 
The minute he sees her, all he can think is mine. But 
there's more to the pretty little doctor than meets the 
eye. And Dante isn't the only one to notice. He can't 
trust her, but he can't stay away—and if he wants to 
learn her secrets, he's going to have to fight like hell 
to keep them both alive. . .  

PROMISE ME TEXAS BK#7 $3.95 
JODI THOMAS (HISTORICAL) 
Whispering Mountain series. On a midnight train, 
four hours away from her wedding, Beth McMurray 
discovers the devastating truth about the powerful 
senator she's about to marry. Convinced nothing 
could make this stormy night worse, the train wrecks, 
and she tumbles straight into the arms of an outlaw. 
Andrew McLaughlin doesn't believe in loving except 
between the pages of his writings. He loved deeply 
once and thinks he'll never survive another loss. To 
save a friend, he climbs aboard a train heading to-
ward Dallas. In the moment before the train crashes, 
he saves a beautiful woman and is injured in the fall. 
He wakes up to find she's claimed him as her fiancé--
and now they're both on the run, and destined to do 
everything it takes to make an unexpected promise of 
love come true. 

RESCUING CHRISTMAS $3.95  
VICKI LEWIS THOMPSON, CATHERINE MANN, KATIE 
DENOSKY (CONTEMPORARY) 
Holiday Haven by Vicki Lewis Thompson: All Ben 
Rhodes wants for Christmas is to be left alone. And 
yet, in a fit of Christmas-cheer-induced insanity, he 
agrees to help beautiful shelter director Tansy Dexter 
find homes for all her rambunctious animals. Little 
does he know that the one truly in need of a loving 
home this season…is him. Home for Christmas by 
Catherine Mann: Shelby Conrad has had more than 
her fair share of silent nights. But even though her 
husband, Tech Sergeant Alex Conrad, is coming 
home in time for Christmas, Shelby isn't sure he's in 
time to save their marriage. Can a road trip to deliver 
three shelter dogs to their new homes teach the cou-
ple that the most precious gift of all is hope? A Pup-
py for Will by Kathie DeNosky: Will Parker hasn't 
exactly had all his hopes and dreams met, but work 
has filled the gaps in his life. Or so he thinks…until 
an energetic and large Saint Bernard foster puppy 
and Will's cute neighbor Macie Fairbanks introduce 
him to the best thing about Christmas and life—
unconditional love.  
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RUN TO YOU BK#2 $3.95  
RACHEL GIBSON (CONTEMPORARY)  
Military Men series. What happens when a tough 
guy meets his match--and falls harder than a ton of 
red-hot bricks . . . There's nothing like fleeing Miami 
to ruin a girl's day. Stella Leon's bartending gig was 
going fine until gorgeous ex-Marine Beau Junger 
decked her mob-connected boss, spirited her out of 
the city, and claimed that Stella's half-sister--the one 
with the perfect life--sent him. Now Stella has no 
choice but to go along for the ride . . . and seduce 
Beau's military-issue socks off . . . The Marine Corps 
was Beau's escape from his old man's legacy of na-
val heroism and serial philandering, but no amount of 
training could prepare him for the day he looked in 
the mirror and saw his father staring back. The an-
swer: swear off meaningless sex. Oh, and find a way 
to make Stella Leon quit being so damn hot . . . 

SURRENDER TO ME BK#4 $5.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SHAYLA BLACK (ROMANTICA) 
Wicked Lovers series. A secret fantasy. Hunter had 
everything until a bullet put his career as a Navy 
SEAL on hold. Restless and in need of distraction, 
he accepts an intriguing proposition: share an ac-
quaintance’s girlfriend and fulfill her fantasy of a mé-
nage. It should have been just one night of sexual 
adventure among three consenting adults. But Kata 
is like no other girl Hunter has ever met. By turns 
audacious and sexy, then vulnerable and aloof, she’s 
a heartbreaker he is determined to master. But he 
needs more than one night. And he wants to do it 
alone. Kata never expected to leave her comfortable 
relationship and explore something so dangerously 
forbidden with a stranger. Though she tries to resist, 
the guilty pleasure overwhelms her and she surren-
ders herself, inch by inch, to the hard-core warrior 
who wants her for himself. Consumed by blazing 
desire, they’re soon threatened by the shadows of 
the past. To keep Kata safe, Hunter makes her a 
bold proposition of his own. Saying yes will destroy 
her heart, but saying no could cost Kata her life. 
(Bk#7 also available on sale) 

TO ALL A GOOD NIGHT $3.95 
DONNA KAUFFMAN, JILL SHALVIS, HELENKAY 
DIMON (CONTEMPORARY) 
Unleashed - Donna Kauffman: Hired to watch a 
billionaire's pets over the holidays, Emma Lafferty 
ends up trapped in a mansion with her employer's 
sexy great-nephew - and heir - whose motives are as 
shady as his desire is crystal clear...Finding Mr 
Right - Jill Shalvis: With another lonely Christmas 
looming, the brilliant Maggie Bell has a eureka mo-
ment when she decides Jacob Wahler, a rough and 
rippling contractor, is so wrong he has to be oh-so-
right...Can You Hand Me The Tape? - HelenKay 
Dimon: One week before Christmas, Natalie 
Pritchard loses the naughty tape she made for her 
now-ex-boyfriend. Only her nemesis, the sexy crimi-
nal defence attorney Spencer Donovan, can help - 
but can she afford his price? 

TO CATCH AN HEIRESS BK#1 $3.95  
JULIA QUINN (HISTORICAL)   
Agents of the Crown series duology When Caro-
line Trent is kidnapped by Blake Ravenscroft, she 
doesn’t even try to elude this dangerously handsome 
agent of the crown. After all, she’s been running from 
unwanted marriage proposals. Yes, Blake believes 
she’s a notorious spy named Carlotta De Leon, but 
for six weeks until her twenty-first birthday, when 
she’ll gain control of her own fortune, hiding out in 
the titillating company of a mysterious captor is aw-
fully convenient—and maybe just a little romantic, 
too. Blake Ravenscroft’s mission is to bring “Carlotta” 
to justice, not to fall in love. His heart has been hard-
ened by years of intrigue, but this little temptress 
proves oddly disarming and thoroughly kissable. And 
suddenly the unthinkable becomes possible—that 
this mismatched couple might be destined for love. 
(Bk#2 also available on sale) 

TO THE GRAVE $3.95  
CARLENE THOMPSON (SUSPENSE) 
As a psychologist, Catherine Gray understands the 
power of first love. As a woman, she still has feelings 
for her first crush, James—a handsome lawyer who 
was trapped in a bad marriage for years. Now that 
Catherine has returned to Aurora Falls, and James is 
divorced, they can finally build a life together. But 
then she stumbles onto his first love—his ex-wife 
Renée, missing for the past three years—murdered. 
Catherine is stunned. How well does she really know 
James? What secret destroyed his marriage—and 
who killed his wife? When a mysterious fire destroys 
the crime scene, Catherine starts looking for an-
swers. In a portrait for a masked woman, she sees 
Renée's eyes looking back at her hauntingly. And 
when the next victim is revealed, it becomes terrify-
ingly clear that an obsessed killer is on the loose—
and Catherine is next in line… 

THE UNDEAD NEXT DOOR BK#4 $3.95  
KERRELYN SPARKS (PARANORMAL) 
Love at Stake series. Three signs that something is 
very different with your mew man: 1. He sleeps all 
day . . . which would be annoying except he's so 
attentive at night. 2. He's attacked by sword-wielding 
assailants, yet insists he can handle it on his own. 3. 
He never seems to age. Heather Westfield has al-
ways lived a quiet life, but that all changes when she 
helps a very handsome, very mysterious stranger. 
There's something not quite right about Jean-Luc, 
but still, she's never been with a man so charming, 
so attractive . . . so wonderful. Now if only a murder-
ous villain wasn't after them, they might get their 
happily-ever-after. 

UNDER THE MISTLETOE $3.95 (CONTEMPORARY)  
LINDA HOWARD, STEPHANIE BOND  
BLUEBIRD WINTER—Linda Howard: Kathleen 
Fields had to reach the clinic, but a Christmas bliz-
zard left her stranded, ready to give birth. Then 
Derek Taliferro arrived with his doctor's skill and car-
ing heart. Together they brought Kathleen's child into  
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the world and discovered love, the greatest gift of all. 
NAUGHTY OR NICE? - Stephanie Bond: Eric Quinn 
Stanton has never let pleasure interfere with busi-
ness--until now. His practice is to arrive early and 
incognito at a job, to see firsthand what's working... 
and what's not. But he can't seem to see past Cin-
dy's beautiful green eyes or her other generous as-
sets. And he can't stop himself from testing the gen-
eral manager's skills--on the job and in the bedroom. 
But what will she think when she learns his true iden-
tity?  

THE WARLORD’S DAUGHTER BK#2 $3.95 
SUSAN GRANT (SCIENCE FICTION)  
Borderlands series. Join the crew of the Unity on a 
new adventure as they turn their sights to hunting the 
Warlord’s Daughter… The war is finally over. But 
Wren's life is in tatters. The only living offspring of 
the notorious Drakken Warlord, she carries genes 
that could start a new dynasty of terror. And the Tri-
ad Alliance can't have that. She alone holds the key 
to finding a legendary treasure. Having seen enough 
bloodshed, Wren vows to destroy it before anyone 
can get their hands on it – but she'll need help. The 
Drakken's ruthless evil turned Battlelord Aral 
Mawndarr toward treason years ago. War is all he 
knows, until he finds passion and love in the most 
unlikely of women – the Warlord's daughter. But will 
trusting each other with their secrets risk not only 
their hearts, but their lives? 

WEREWOLF IN DENVER BK#4 $3.95 
VICKI LEWIS THOMPSON (PARANORMAL)  
Wild About You series. Love at first woof ….When 
Denver-based Were blogger and founder of Honor-
ing of Werewolf Legacy (HOWL) Kate Stillman 
agrees to take on political “bad boy” Duncan Mac-
Dowell in a public debate about werewolf segrega-
tion, she’s confident she'll sail through the challenge 
without letting down her guard. And what can go 
wrong while hanging out with the sexy Scottish 
founder of Werewolves Optimizing Our Future 
(WOOF) long enough to convince him his views on 
interspecies mating are mistaken? Plenty, when Kate 
discovers that she’s actually wildly attracted to her 
opponent—who by all accounts prefers dating hu-
man women! But what hope can there be when this 
irresistible werewolf-with-a-cause believes their fu-
ture depends on Kate losing the argument?  

THE WICKED HIGHLANDER BK#3 $3.95 
DONNA GRANT (PARANORMAL)  
Dark Sword series. A Heart in Chains … The most 
reckless and fierce of the MacLeod brothers, Quinn 
is a prisoner of the god inside him, tormented by his 
inability to save his family from slaughter. His fury 
governs him, and day by day he loses himself to the 
darkness in his soul. But Quinn has a profound 
yearning for a woman’s love. A Passion Unbound ... 
Raised by Druids, the achingly beautiful Marcail is as 
spellbinding as the ancient magic that surges 
through her body. To Quinn, she is the most desira-

ble woman he has ever known. But to his enemy, 
Deirdre, she is the perfect bait to lure Quinn into her 
trap. Once the two lovers are in her wicked grasp, 
their passion will be  put to the ultimate test. 
(Bks#4,5&6 also available on sale) 

WILD JUSTICE BK#3 $3.95  
KELLEY ARMSTRONG (SUSPENSE)  
Nadia Stafford series. In the final book in the se-
ries, tough-as-nails contract killer Nadia Stafford, is 
confronted with her most difficult task to date: going 
after the man who killed her cousin Amy twenty 
years prior. But when it turns out that someone else 
has gotten to him first, she is drawn into a complex 
situation where everything she knows and loves is 
thrown into the path of danger. Nadia is forced to 
take matters into her own hands, ultimately requiring 
her to confront her darkest secrets--and her deepest 
desires--in a way that she never thought possible. 

WILD RIDE BK#9 $3.95 
JULIE ANN WALKER (SUSPENSE) 
Black Knights Inc. series. Ethan "Ozzie" Sykes. 
Former Navy SEAL. Underground operator for Black 
Knights Inc., the covert government defence firm 
disguised as a custom motorcycle shop. In a black-
on-black international mission that went seriously 
sideways, Ozzie was badly injured--now he's stuck 
at BKI headquarters in Chicago, champing at the bit 
to get out into the field again. To his disgust, he's 
tasked with distracting Chicago Tribune ace reporter 
Samantha Tate, who's been trying to dig up the dirt 
on BKI for years. Turns out Samantha's beauty, intel-
ligence and sense of humor are a seriously big dis-
traction, and Ozzie's losing his desire to keep her at 
bay. Ozzie's tired of hiding, and Samantha may be 
the best-and worst--person to share his secrets 
with... 

WOLF FROM THE PAST BK#4 $5.95 TRADE P/BACK 
NJ WALTERS (PARANORMAL)  
Salvation Pack series. Playing dead is easy. Living 
is hard … Sylvie LaForge Dubois knew coming back 
from the dead wouldn’t be easy, but facing her broth-
er and his friends is harder than she imagined. The 
way Gator Rollins watches her every move makes 
her decidedly uneasy and excited. After surviving a 
forced mating to the abusive Andre Dubois, having a 
rugged, dangerous werewolf like Gator sniffing 
around her is scary and thrilling at the same time. 
She never imagined she’d want another man, but her 
bone-deep attraction to Gator is too strong to fight. 
Gator never got a chance to tell Sylvie he loved her 
before she was mated with another and, well, died. 
Now that she’s back, there’s nothing he won’t do to 
protect her. Once word gets out, Sylvie’s former pack 
will be coming for her. No one leaves the Louisiana 
pack, especially not a female werewolf. But Gator’s 
determined that this time he won’t let anyone or any-
thing get between him and Sylvie, even if she can’t 
decide if his touch makes her want to jump his 
bones…or run for the hills. (Bks#5,6&7 also availa-
ble on sale) 
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